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JUAN BECKMANN VIDAL
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I thank my wife very much, I owe her a lot.
My first job, already married, was in Tequila,
we lived inside the factory, That experience
and the support that the people from here,
from Tequila, gave us have made us change
culturally.

t 7 years old, I arrived with my parents to Tijua-

We are going to need the support of the other

All of these will help us to give Tequila a very spe-

na, the cradle of the export of tequila and the

industrialists and we have to integrate small, medi-

cial place. So as it was achieved with the drink and the

origin of the margarita, two great synonyms of

um-sized entrepreneurs, all, the work behind it must

effort of many tequileros, here must be the effort of as

Mexico. !ere, I had the opportunity to see my dad's

be accepted by them, so that together we can move

many businessmen as possible.

work and experience closely the development of that

Tequila forward. We can do it by ourselves, but I think

We receive and appreciate the support of the State

city that was 100% touristic. In the United States there

that with the integration of the other Tequila entre-

Government through the Ministry of Innovation, from

were already many attractions that were a source of

preneurs of all kinds, we can do better.

where we have been heard and guided and there is

employment. From there, migration was partly born,

Honestly, as simple as it is, education is every-

will to continue helping us to make this a real success.

many of the people who work in the fields, in the fac-

thing, since childhood we have to instill and demand

It had been difficult to integrate the municipality, we

tories and in tourist services, are of Mexican origin.

excellence, so it is a challenge. We are including in-

appreciate the support they are giving us, already in-

So it is a culture, and we have the challenge of

novative models from the most prestigious univer-

tegrated, together, we can make enormous achieve-

turning Tequila into a new pole of touristic devel-

sities in the country. Tec de Monterrey´s Community

ments for the people here.

opment. It has been transforming from being an in-

Learning Center of the will help us a lot, we believe

A thousand thanks really, and let's build a better

dustrial population, with the challenge of making it a

that the technology behind all this will generate a

Mexico and a better Tequila. And as they said, "tequila

tourist and cultural hallmark.

great impulse forwards.

is synonymous with Mexico", we are synonyms of Mex-

I thank my wife very much, I owe her a lot. My first

Many of these ideas were born and are being

job, already married, was in Tequila, we lived inside

born with people from Tec, and they have already

the factory, !at experience and the support that the

been permeating our people. But we believe that we

people from here, from Tequila, gave us have made

have an obligation to do better and complement it

Speech by Mr. Juan Beckmann Vidal

us change culturally. And yes, we have to return to Te-

with the musical part and also integrate it with sports.

Tequila Social Innovation Center Inauguration

quila, much of what it has given us.

.

FOUNDATION BECKMANN

ico in the world.

October 3rd, 2019
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A MESSAGE FROM MRS.

DORIS LEGORRETA DE BECKMANN

We are all responsible and
cannot remain indifferent to
problems that our society
suffers, it is important to find
the best tools to help solve
issues such as education.

W

e wish my husband and I that this year

en to be respected and valued, that children live their

2020 is full of blessings for each of you,

childhood in peace and happiness and protect them

that we come together to continue work-

from violence.

ing for children, for young people and for women.
We are all responsible and cannot remain indifferent to problems that our society suffers, it is import-

We highly value your support and love, together we
will make Tequila a solid community, with values, and
that transcends through the common good

ant to find the best tools to help solve issues such as
education. We have to support teachers and parents
so that they can accompany their children, help wom-

!ank you!
Doris Legorreta de Beckmann
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2040

VISION

G

reat projects are gradually consolidating, but there must be longterm planning that allows for orderly and sustainable growth,
economically, socially, urbanly and ecologically, which guarantees

the well-being of all the inhabitants and of future generations.
!e Beckmann Foundation supports the social development of Tequila through its strategic lines of the Social Innovation Model, where we
work with different local actors to conserve, preserve and spread the tangible and intangible heritage of Tequila, not only as a drink, but as a destination that has history, culture, tradition and gastronomy.
In this 2040 vision, the Foundation wants Tequila to be recognized as a
cultural destination, a heritage city and that its inhabitants are the guardians of this legacy and leaders of a positive transformation.
In this journey, the joint work of all the institutions is needed, public
and private, of universities, governmental and non-governmental organizations; that through social innovation, new creative and sustainable
strategies are developed for solving social problems.
We want to work comprehensively with the Tequila community, where
all sectors come together to find the best solutions in a changing environment.

Students from the Social Innovation Center of Tequila. >
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And this is just the beginning.
I hope that we will all face together
the new challenges ahead of us, always
convinced that we will overcome them to
turn Tequila into Mexico’s most important
Magic Town and Intelligent City.
Let us be proud of the goals we have
accomplished so far and those to come.
For today, let us recognize our success,
thanks to our work and dedication.
Mr. Juan Beckmann Vidal

INTRODUCTION
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MR. JUAN BECKMANN VIDAL

INSPIRATION TO THE WORLD

J

uan Francisco Beckmann Vidal (born Febru-

certifications; in addition to leading the Initial Public

ary 9, 1940) is a Mexican businessman. He has a

Offering (IPO) of José Cuervo on the Mexican Stock Ex-

degree in Accounting and a Master in Business

change in 2017.

INTRODUCTION
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When I arrived to Tequila, only agave, corn,
fruit, and of course tequila were produced,
among other inputs. Today, it is a great
town that has more than 40 thousand
inhabitants who have an average of 22
years of age, and is visited by more than
300 thousand tourists a year. It is easy to
say, but behind this there is constant effort
and a vision of growth.

Administration and Management from the Monterrey

As part of his commitment to the people of Tequi-

Institute of Technology and Higher Studies (ITESM), in

la, in the state of Jalisco, he created the Jose Cuervo

He has had a long career in the private sector as a

addition to having completed postgraduate studies at

Foundation in 1998, in order to preserve the customs

member of the Boards of Directors of companies such

Stanford University.

and traditions of the region, provide support to com-

as Banamex, Peñoles, Aeroméxico and Banco Ve por

munity programs and create leadership programs

Más. He has also been part of business organizations

among the youth of the region.

such as: !e Business Coordinating Council, the Mex-

He joined the family business, Tequila Cuervo, in
1964, and in 1972 he became president. Since 2004, his
son Juan Domingo Beckmann Legorreta, became CEO

His drive to turn the tequila industry into a factor of

of the company. He is currently Chairman of the Board

national competitiveness, has earned him important

of Directors.

honors, such as the Industrial Merit Medal, awarded

In 2017, it was ranked 29 in the Ranking of the 100

Two years a$er taking office, he became a promot-

by the Council of Industrial Chambers of Jalisco (CCJI),

most important entrepreneurs in Mexico by Expansion.

er of the Denomination of Origin category for tequi-

which he received in 2010 from then-President Felipe

Juan Francisco Beckmann has established him-

la. During his tenure as group president, he achieved

Calderón. Among other recognitions are the following:

self as a business icon and his strategic vision has pro-

several milestones:

recognition of the Agave

Entrepreneur of the Year, by the Employer Confeder-

moted the world tequila industry, in addition to being

Landscape in 2006; its support for the World of Te-

ation of the Mexican Republic (Coparmex) in 2006; the

the main promoter of Tequila as an Intelligent Magical

quila project in 2009; the creation of Jose Cuervo Ex-

2014 Tourism Merit Award from the Government of

Town and positioning Jose Cuervo as the largest te-

press as a tourist product in 2012; his contributions to

Jalisco by the then Governor Aristotle Sandoval, and the

quila producer in the world

the Mundo Cuervo Knowledge Management System

2015 Exatec Merit Award, awarded by his alma mater.

UNESCO

FOUNDATION BECKMANN

ican Council of Entrepreneurs and the Mexican Institute for Competitiveness.
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TEQUILA

HISTORY, WORK AND GREATNESS

“

Once upon a time, in a magical town of blue land-

What is intangible cultural heritage?

scapes, which lay on the slopes of a volcano…”. As

Our priority is to rescue and preserve the tradi-

mentioned by the Jesuit magazine Cruce, in its No-

tions that have been transmitted orally, artistically, in

vember 2019 issue, Tequila is blue (agave), but it is also

social uses, rituals, festive events, wisdom and prac-

yellow and purple.

tices of the natural environment, and knowledge and

It represents a great pride that, in 2006, a$er several years of extensive research, conceptualization and
cataloging by a multidisciplinary team, !e declaration
and inscription on the

techniques, related to traditional cra$s, as stated by
UNESCO.

According to the most recent instruments elabo-

World Heritage List of

rated by this organization: “!e importance of intangi-

the Agave Landscape and the Old Industrial Facilities

ble cultural heritage is not the cultural manifestation

of Tequila was achieved, one of the fundamental testi-

itself but rather the wealth of knowledge and skills that

monies that Mexico has contributed to world culture.

is transmitted through it from one generation to the

UNESCO

!is initiative has marked an a$er for the region.

next. !e social and economic value of this transmis-

Tequila is actually a rainbow of colors and sensory el-

sion of knowledge is relevant for minority groups and

ements, not only for its landscapes and textures, but

for mainstream social groups within a State, and is as

also for the invaluable intangible heritage that the tra-

important for developing States as for developed ones.”

ditions and productive activities of its inhabitants rep-

We recognize the fragility and importance of intan-

resent.

gible cultural heritage as an essential factor in maintaining cultural diversity and respecting other ways of
life. We join the commitment to protect it and value it
for the community and for visitors.
Intangible cultural heritage is traditional, inclusive,
representative and community-based and we are
honored to be able to share it with the world.

<

Agave landscape of Tequila, a World Heritage Site. Photography
by Néstor Barrera, 2019.
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All this is worth gold! !erefore,
we must take great care of this
wealth and undertake actions
and activities that preserve
it and prevent it from being
affected. We have bet on
tourism, sport and music, and
we see with pride how a new
generation of boys has grown
thanks to the work that all of
you have done for Tequila.

ACTIVITY REPORT 2019
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2019

· SOCIAL INNOVATION
CENTER OPENING
180,631 VISITORS

2018

· 15 YEARS OF MUNDO CUERVO
· 20 YEARS OF THE FOUNDATION
· JBG CULTURAL CENTER
184,131 VISITORS

2015

· CONVENTION CENTER
· SOLAR DE LAS ÁNIMAS HOTEL
116,131 VISITORS

2012

· JOSE CUERVO EXPRESS
· CODIT
139,834 VISITORS

2009

· TEQUILA ROUTE
LAUNCHING
96,612 VISITORS

2008

113,750 VISITORS

Mr. Juan Beckmann Vidal

2006

2005

· AGAVE LANDSCAPE
79,694 VISITORS

· FONDA CHOLULA
· 1ª STAGE TEQUILA ROUTE
44,463 VISITORS

2003
1997

DESIGNATION
OF ORIGIN
13,000 VISITORS

· MAGIC TOWN
· MUNDO CUERVO
18,253 VISITORS

INTRODUCTION
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• Traditional kitchen-stove (Sierra, Canyon, Amatitán)
• Creole or native maize (Mitlán)
• Aged cheese (all the Sierra and Canyon)
• Day of the Dead festival and bread fair (Tequila)
• Mango and Plum Festival (Tequila, Amatitán, Canyon)
• Hiking (Tequila Volcano, Canyon)
• Cycling route (Tequila Volcano, Canyon, Agave landscape)
• Micotourism (Tequila Volcano)
• Mushroom Festival (Tequila, Tequila Volcano)
• Music, painting and art (Tequila)

SOLIDARITY ECONOMY

TUITAN
JALPILLA

THE TEQUILA REGION offers us one more reason to
fall in love with Mexico, not only in experiences and
adventures, but in countless parts of our identity that
fill us with pride.
!e municipality of Tequila is located in the state
of Jalisco. !e main landscapes that amaze us are
the agave fields, the volcano, the canyon and the sierra, damong which is the magic of its inhabitants,
who have been guardians of ancient traditions such as
cooking, cra$s, dances and cra$s of yesteryear such as
jimadores or toneleros.
It is important to visualize the different actors in
the community, with the intention of promoting the
creative economy, the solidarity economy. In this way,
a differentiator and promoter of social inclusion is
generated to enhance the growth of the community.

The agave landscape is far
more than the blue of its
mezcal and the fertility of its
land; the agave landscape is
the human energy that gives
it life, the jimadores who go to
work early on and the women
who provide them of strength
and vigor with the food
prepared for them.

SAN PEDRO ANALCO

VALLEY

rescue, honor and conserve.
Welcome to Tequila!

EL SALVADOR

MITLÁN
CHIQUIHUITILLO

SANTA TERESA

MEDINEÑO

AGUACALIENTE

SANTIAGO RIVER

TEQUILA

SANTA ANA
Voces de Tequila

CANYON

TEQUILA VOLCANO

sible to discover and that, from the Beckmann Foundation, in joint work with all social actors, we want to

TAPESCO
SAN MARTÍN

We want to share the map of the region to dimension, even a little, the intangible heritage that it is pos-

SIERRA

ATEMANICA

AGAVE LANDSCAPE
CYCLING ROUTE
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STEPS

TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY

W

e are in constant evaluation and training,

grams. !rough the efficiency and transparency of our

to stay aligned with the 17 universally ap-

processes, we work to satisfy the pressing needs of the

plicable objectives approved at the Sum-

community, with a service of warmth, respect and dig-

mit of Sustainable Development (2015). Based on the

nity, but it is also essential to promote a change in par-

2030 agenda, we define our challenges and frame-

adigms that affect the entire current value chain. Of

work for the coming years. Together with more than

the 52 programs and initiatives that we promoted and

150 countries, we agree that initiatives to promote

strengthened this year, we mainly focused on Sustain-

prosperity must be based on strategies that promote

able Development Goals (SDGs) 4: Quality education

not only economic growth, but the most basic needs

and 17: Alliances to achieve the objectives.

such as education, health, protection of the social fab-

We seek continuous improvement and the im-

ric, decent employment opportunities and protection

portance of our actions to raise the quality of life of

of the environment.

people.

At Beckmann Foundation we are committed to
the development of sustainable projects and pro-

< Quiote, blooming agaves.
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ALIGNMENT OF LOCAL INITIATIVES AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS (SDG)
EDUCATION

-

Voices of Tequila/United for inclusion,

-

VIFAC (Life and Family) (SDG: 3/10/17)

civil association (SDG: 4/5/8/10/11/17)

-

ANSPAC (National Association of Personal

-

Life project (SDG: 3 /4/11)

-

Dealing with risks (SDG: 3/4)

-

Voices of Tequila/Events (SDG: 4/8/11/15/17)

-

Working on personal challenges (SDG: 3/4)

-

Voices of Tequila /Plum and mango festival

-

Continuous Search (SDG: 3/4/11)

-

Zero alcohol (SDG: 3/4/11/12)

-

Playful learning (SDG: 4/8)

-

Reading promotion (SDG: 4/17)

-

Ability to transform (SDG: 4/17)

-

Love for mathematics (SDG: 4/17)

-

!e effort is worth it (SDG: 4)

-

Emotions management (SDG: 3/4/11)

-

Building the future (SDG: 4/11)

-

Quality teachers (SDG: 4/8)

-

Science and educational innovation congress
for teachers (SDG: 4/8)

Development) (SDG: 3/5/17)

(SDG: 8/11/17)
-

-

-

Vulnerable Population (SDG: 3/10/11)

Voices of Tequila/Tequila mushroom fest

-

Emerging supports (SDG: 3/10/11)

(SDG: 4/11/15/17)

-

Health campaigns (SDG: 3/10/11)

Voices of Tequila/Day of the dead festival

-

Nursing home (SDG: 3/10)

and Tequila bread fair (SDG: 11/17)

-

Sponsor a child and Adopt an elder (SDG: 3/10)

Voices of Tequila/"Fogones y metates"
(SDG: 11/17)

-

-

-

Tribute to the golden years (SDG: 3/10)

and Henríquez Technological Institute (SDG: 4/17)

-

Commemoration of International Women's Day

Social Innovation Center
(SDG: 4/8/9/10/11/17)

-

Strengthening the social fabric (SDG: 3/5/10/11)

Agreement with José Mario Molina Pasquel

(SDG: 5/10)
-

Virtual Learning Center (CVA) Tec de Monterrey

-

Training for teachers (SDG: 4/8)

-

Meetings with directors (SDG: 4/17)

-

Children´s conversation club (SDG: 4/17)

-

Technical council of teachers (SDG: 4/17)

-

Project incubation room

Homage to the dancers of the Holy Cross
(SDG: 10/11)

(SDG: 4/8/9/10/11/17)
Support ecosystems (SDG: 11/13/15/17)
-

Reforestation campaigns (SDG: 11/13/15)

(SDG: 4/5/8/9/10/11/12/17)
SOCIAL INNOVATION

-

Awareness trips (SDG: 11/17)

CULTURA

-

-

Experience exchange with the Harp Helú

-

Promotion of art and culture (SDG: 4/6 /7/11 /13)

Foundation (SDG: 11/17)

-

Tequila school of arts (SDG: 4/11)

-

Tequila talents (SDG: 4/11)

Tec of Monterrey: Opening of the Social
Innovation Center (CIS) (SDG: 4/8/11/17)

-

-

-

Tec of Monterrey: Design proposals
(SDG: 4/11/17)

SOCIAL HEALTH

-

Sing and dream (SDG: 4/11)

ITESO/PAP: Design as a development factor

-

Red Cross (SDG: 3/17)

-

Tequila Festival and Academy (SDG: 11/4/17)

in heritage settings (SDG: 4/8/11/12/17)

-

Civil Hospitals (SDG: 3/17)

-

Growth in music (SDG: 4/11)

ITESO/PAP: Cycle paths in the agave landscape

-

Autonomous University of Guadalajara (UAG)

(SDG: 3/4/11/17)
-

(SDG: 3/17)

ITESO/PAP: Sustainable housing
(SDG: 4/7/9/11/17)

-

Voices of Tequila/Alliance of institutions
(SDG: 4/5/8/10/11/17)

Liaison Offices (SDG: 3/5/10/16/17)
-

UAM (Support Unit for Women)
(SDG: 3/5/10/16/17)
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NEW CHALLENGES,

SOCIAL INNOVATION MODEL

S

tarting in 2019, the Beckmann Foundation went

It is an integral model that projects great achieve-

from working under the guidelines of an Integral

ments, but demands from the different actors of the

Model of Local Development to a new structure,

community, commitments and responsibilities in the

a Social Innovation Model, that seeks to solve social

application of an economic, political, environmental,

problems effectively and efficiently to face the rap-

cultural and social model that determine the quality

id changes of the community and our environment.

of life of its population.

Looking to solve current problems in a creative and

!e strategic lines that compose this model, Ed-

innovative way, taking advantage of people's strengths

ucation, Social Innovation, Health and Culture, are

and good practices in the use of resources, to achieve

strengthened by four supports that backup our vision

sustainability in space and time.

of growth and guarantee that it is sustainable over

INTRODUCTION
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EDUCATION
Students
• Youths from 11 to 15 years old

CULTURE
Children, youth, adults,
families and visitors

Quality teachers
• Educational staff

•
•
•
•
•
•

PREVENTIVE
AND POSITIVE
DISSEMINATION

Allie
• Institutions
and parents

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center
Music school
Beckmann Foundation Choir
Operastudio Beckmann
Tequila Festival and Academy
Tequila School of Arts

TERRITORIAL
MANAGEMENT

time: Preventive and positive dissemination, Territorial management, Sustainability, Continuous improvement.
!is new vision unites us even more, brings us
closer to the community and we are not alone in this
effort, we collaborate hard with different organizations
in the region and the state, with universities and private initiative, to add results for the well-being and development of the region.

Students of CBTa 106, Food and Drinks.

SOCIAL HEALTH
Children, elders,
women and families
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUSTAINABILITY

Vulnerable population
Emerging supports
Health campaigns
Strengthening the social fabric
Support ecosystems
Reforestation campaigns

SOCIAL INNOVATION MODEL

SOCIAL INNOVATION
Youth, farmers, artisans, producers,
micro entrepreneurs and the community
•
•
•
•

Social development
Training
Entrepreneurship
Heritage rescue
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QUALITY AS A
FUNDAMENTAL VALUE
OUR MISSION IS TO CONTRIBUTE to the development

The touristic model of
Mexico must have among
its objectives to integrate
rural communities and small
tequila towns in order to
improve the quality of life of
its residents, improving their
economy, education, health
and culture.
Mr. Juan Beckmann Vidal

and improvement of the Tequila community, supporting through education, training and culture to raise
their quality of life, rescuing their tangible and intangible heritage, in a way that highlights the value of the

2019 VISION
• !at Beckmann Foundation
be a trustworthy and transparent
institution for the community
of Tequila.

touristic destination.

PREVENTIVE
AND POSITIVE
DISSEMINATION

KEY MODEL
• Social Innovation Model
GROUPS OF INTEREST
• Youths between 11 and 15 years old
Micro-entrepreneurs, artisans,
employees, vulnerable community,
Mundo Cuervo collaborators
STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
• Rectify ISO 9001:2015
• Sustainability
• Governance
• Executive board
• Strategic alliances with public
and private institutions
GROWTH GENERATORS
• Social projects
• Universities
• Volunteering
• Solidarity economy
• Preventive and positive dissemination
• Territorial management
SOLIDARITY ECONOMY

TERRITORIAL
MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIC
SUPPORTS

SUSTAINABILITY

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE

EDUCATION
STRATEGIC LINE

OBJECTIVE:
Promote educational quality, to
develop young people with life
projects, concerned about their
community, protagonists in the
change of Mexico.

E

ducation has always been and will
still be a priority among Foundation
Beckmann strategic lines. We pro-

foundly believe that is the best way to solve
the increasing concerns which threaten our
society: violence, inequality, lack of opportunities and family separation.
We are at constant search of educa-

PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES:

tional innovation to face social changes

17

them is our objective, not only to overcome

BENEFICIARIES:

that are presented to our youth, prepare
great challenges, but so they become the
new citizens, drives of a better society.
We want to bring closer and strengthen

10,150

opportunities for the children and young

SOCIAL IMPACT:

a natural process within their families and

Leaders of tomorrow:
Kassandra Miroslava Guerrero Elías

people of Tequila, so they live and transmit
for the long term the social involvement as
their community.

Mathematics for life:
Skill increase in science areas.

28 |

Awarded students on 2019 Academic excellence event.
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INTEGRAL MODEL
OF EDUCATION
WE ARE CONSTANTLY VISUALIZING the future and without a
doubt the future of Tequila are their youngers. It is important
to inherit them a better world, bot, above all, provide them
with the tools so they can build it for themselves.
!e Integral Model of Education works through educational innovation that allows efficiency, functionality and quality; our model is designed to facilitate involvement and to
promote positive attitude of all of us who participate in education: young people between 11 and 15 years old, their parents,
teaching community and institutions.
Step by step, we are taking actions that help us to improve
the context in which children and young people develop, not
only to allow them have dreams and new aspirations, but to
make them come true.

STUDENTS
Teenagers from 11 to 15
• Life project, Preventive education
Diagnosis and orientation, Awareness workshops
• Playful learning, Reading promotion
Mathematics for the future, Academic excellence
QUALITY TEACHERS
Educational staff
• Improvement route
• Training and conferences
• School Boards and Meetings
ALLIES
Institutions and parents
• Educational innovation programs
• School for parents
• Conferences

< Diagnosis of the 2019-2020 school year.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE
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EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION
IS COLLECTIVE
TO US, EDUCATION IS DEVELOPING skills to promote
change at schools where new collective ideas could
be generated, is creative imagination, spaces for reflection and constructive criticism that transforms.

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE
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OUR ALLIES
• Risk of developing an addiction, which increases for
drug use at this age.
• !e relevance that conflicts take in adolescence,
emotions and interaction with the environment.

WE CONTINUE STRENGTHENING the actions we carry out
hand in hand with other organizations, to benefit our people, especially the young ones.
Ties and agreements that allow us to keep moving for-

We thrust comprehensive training of young people,

• Family crises that can generate certain problems in

ward are frequently renewed, particularly those that brings

from all possible fronts and in all areas in which they

the transition of the autonomy of the adolescent.

us closer to innovation and educative quality, and to which

• Teenage job opportunities increase the possibility of

we are deeply thankful, such as the Ministry of Public Edu-

develop.
Our strategy is to carefully choose the programs

high school dropout.

and initiatives that we implement to achieve the objectives, it is necessary that it reaches positively to the
students, but also that can be permeated to the whole

support.
We have account of different influencing factors
in the young besides educational level, as it is the
emotional, social, motivational and cognitive. Some of
these are carefully observed for prevention, such as:

cation (SEP), Jalisco Ministry of Education (SEJ), the teachers
union, heads of sectors, teaching crews (supervisors, princi-

Other aspects that we follow closely to implement
as far as possible are:

community: this long-range project would not be possible without the authorities, teachers and parents

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

pals and teachers), parents’ society, private institutions that
support us with educational innovation programs, AS Capacitación (LECTUM/ DUXVIA) and Fundación de Investigación

• Teaching to differentiate friendships that help to

Social AC (FISAC).

make positive decisions.
• Provide meaningful experiences applied to the reality, reinforcing interest in study.
• Show adaptive ways to resolve conflicts, as a necessary social skill.

Education is one of the
fundamental rights
of human beings.
UNESCO (2004)
DUXVIA 2019, intensive math course.

The great achievements
of any person usually depends
on many hands, hearts,
and minds
Walt Disney

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE
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Life project

ODS

3

WE HOPE THAT YOUNG design for themselves their

Preventive education is one of our critical pro-

life project, to become responsible change agents to

grams to address vulnerable areas in adolescence.

improve their community, that they picture them-

!rough the process of participatory diagnosis (POSIT),

selves with the ability to become leaders and entre-

we are able to detect young people at potential risk.

preneurs.

We follow 6 stages that involve not only teenagers, but

!is is why we support and promote their aca-

also teachers and parents, to seek close and person-

demic performance, in the same way that we monitor

alized follow-up, to show them that they are not alone

their physical and emotional integrity.

in this process of building a new path.

ODS

ODS

4

3

FOLLOW UP WITH
HIGH SCHOOL STAFF

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

SALUD Y
BIENESTAR

POSIT OUTCOME
DIAGNOSIS

ODS

11
CIUDADES Y
COMUNIDADES
SOSTENIBLES

LIFE
PROJECT

05

06

DETECTION

01

02

4

SALUD Y
BIENESTAR

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

DEALING WITH RISKS
(POSIT)
EACH YOUNG PERSON, EACH STUDENT, is a hope

2018–2019

to Tequila. In our preventive education program, the

• Students assessed: 1,809

POSIT diagnostic survey is offered without exception

• Students detected at risk: 120

to the entire population of secondary level for screen-

• Female: 66

ing and to those whose results represent a risk area.

• Male: 54

Follow-up and personalized attention are given.

• Students detected by BDI * and BAI *: 38
*BDI (Beck Depression Inventory) BAI (Beck Anxiety Inventory)

POSIT
(PROBLEM ORIENTED
SCREENING INSTRUMENT
FOR TEENAGERS)

04

03
FORMATIVE
WORKSHOPS

ODS

THERAPY AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIENTATION.
IF CANALIZED, BDI (BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY)
OR BAI (BECK ANXIETY INVENTORY) TOOLS ARE APPLIED.
VERY HIGH-RISK CASES ARE TRANSFERRED TO OTHER ENTITIES.
A LETTER IS ISSUED TO THE PRINCIPAL INCLUDING
THE DIAGNOSIS OF THE TEENAGERS AND THE TREATMENT
SUGGESTIONS, SO THEY CAN WORK WITH THEIR PARENTS
TO TAKE THE BEST ACTIONS.

POSIT COMPARISON
CONCEPT

POSIT 2016-2017

%

POSIT 2017-2018

%

POSIT 2018-2019

%

POSIT 2019-2020

%

TOTAL STUDENT POPULATION

2103

100

1957

100

1809

100

1900

100

ASSESSED

2103

100

1925

98.20

1809

100

1690

90

USE-ABUSE OF SUBSTANCES

137

1.28

128

1.40

127

0.34

11

0.83

MENTAL HEALTH

218

2.14

235

2.34

217

1.20

22

1.30

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

197

1.95

201

2.13

185

0.80

20

1.24

FRIENDHIP

222

1.95

237

2.08

228

1.54

32

2.07

EDUCATION LEVEL

227

2.09

235

2.34

219

0.91

21

1.54

WORK INTEREST

92

0.90

67

0.57

77

0.06

10

0.71

AGGRESSIVE-CRIMINAL
CONDUCT

176

1.95

189

2.18

163

0.51

11

0.83

DETECTED AT RISK

168

7.99

155

7.91

120

5.36

127

7.51

FEMALE

89

4.23

96

4.90

66

2.94

75

4.43

MALE

79

3.75

59

3.01

54

2.41

52

3.07

*Students can be at risk in several areas at the same time.
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#SOCIAL IMPACT
ODS

3
SALUD Y
BIENESTAR

ODS

ODS

ODS

4

3
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SALUD Y
BIENESTAR

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

ODS

11

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

KASSANDRA MIROSLAVA GUERRERO ELÍAS

CIUDADES Y
COMUNIDADES
SOSTENIBLES

LEADER OF TOMORROW

WORKING ON PERSONAL
CHALLENGES

CONTINUOUS
SEARCH

ONCE THE DIAGNOSTIC survey has been applied, the

AS A PREVENTIVE COMPLEMENT, we select and teach

results are carefully reviewed and each case is treated

workshops to bring young people both academic and

individually and confidentially. !rough a permanent

educational content, so that they face the concerns

psychological counseling program, we work hand in

and challenges of each day, normal at this stage of de-

hand with educators and parents, addressing the ar-

velopment.

eas of greatest risk through workshops and support
sessions.

We want to be present and ready to respond to
their needs, through a creative and trustworthy explanation that impacts and transcends their lives, their
families and the population.

Psychological orientations
• Assessment of students at risk with advice and
monitoring with parents.

T

he young people who will be the protagonists

!e latest case is Kassandra Miroslava Guerrero

in the change of our country, need opportu-

Elías, who has participated in and taken advantage of

nities that not only facilitate them the path,

different educational programs such as the area-lev-

but to forge them. !e Tecnológico de Monterrey's

el knowledge contest, the Storytelling contest, she

Leaders of Tomorrow program will give great results,

was the winner of a 100% scholarship for the LECTUM

which will significantly impact the country and the re-

course, participated in the Workcamp, in the Biology

gion in various aspects, ranging from education and

Olympiad at regional and state level, in the Interna-

art to health.

tional Philosophy Olympiad in the National phase, in

!anks to the support of the Foundation, this initiative has become a movement for transformation

addition to being part of the "Consejo Universitario de
Educación Media Superior".

and social mobility and with its support not only the

In addition to all these achievements, the Foun-

lives of the benefited students are been transformed,

dation Beckmann gave support and training to Kas-

but also that of their families and entire communities.

sandra, who again makes us proud and to whom we
congratulate because she obtained the 100% schol-

• 8 parents.

arship of the Leaders of Tomorrow program at Tec de

• 340 hours of psychological counseling for parents.

Monterrey, to carry out their studies at this institution.
Kassandra is a young woman committed to her
WORKSHOP NAME

SESSIONS ATTENDEES

MY METAMORPHOSIS

5

150

THE POWER OF THOUGHT

1

25

LOVE DOESN'T HURT

5

125

LIVING MY SEXUALITY

6

175 TEQUILA

SMILE AT LIFE

5

SECONDARY
SCHOOL
155 STUDENTS

THE IMPACT OF EMOTIONS

1

30

LIFE PROYECT

4

120

27

780

TOTAL OF STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED THERAPY, CYCLE 2018-2019
STUDENTS IN THERAPY

158

100%

ALUMNOS DADOS DE ALTA DEL SERVICIO

145

92%

13

8%

STUDENTS DISMISSED

PUBLIC

TOTALS

environment and her community, who will have the
opportunity to prepare at one of the best universities
of the country, to become a transforming and changing agent for Tequila.

Dr. Roberto Delgado, Kassandra and Francisco Fernández, foundation
representatives, at the Tec award ceremony.
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ODS

12
PRODUCCIÓN
Y CONSUMO
RESPONSABLES

ZERO ALCOHOL IN MINORS
AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES CAMPAIGN
WE TIRELESSLY SEEK TO RAISE awareness about the
risks to which Tequila youth are exposed. !e Zero alcohol in minors and responsibility for the consumption of alcoholic beverages campaign allows middle
and high school students to reflect on the importance
of not consuming alcohol at an early age and understand the difference between responsible and irresponsible consumption.
!is year, practical, simple and dynamic information was provided so that this campaign can be replicated by teachers in schools; at the end, records and
evaluations are given to know the students' achievement.

SESSIONS

PERSONS

PUBLIC

3

78 COLEGIO LUIS NAVARRO

2

48 SECUNDARIA CENOBIO SAUZA MADRIGAL

2
1
TOTALS

610 SECUNDARIA FORÁNEA MIXTA #8
24 SECONDARY LEVEL TEACHERS
760

Zero alcohol campaign.
Dynamics of the Zero alcohol in minors campaign. >

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE
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Dynamics of the intensive course of playful mathematics 2019.
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Playful learning
ONE OF OUR PRIORITIES is to create harmonious spaces and environments, through play, fun activities and enjoyable exercises,
where students receive content and training topics. !e essential
purpose is not recreation, but the students learning process and
teacher training.
We design strategies where the values of education, are the
most important aspect. We seek that children and young people find opportunities to relate to their environment, forge their
personality and develop in the environment in which they live.
We present innovative ways of getting to know the world, so that
they can unfold their creativity, increase their knowledge and
have better tools to face life.

ODS

4
EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

ODS

8

TRABAJO DECENTE
Y CRECIMIENTO
ECONÓMICO
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ALIANZAS
PARA LOGRAR
LOS OBJETIVOS

READING
PROMOTION
WITH THE PARTICIPATION of the entire Valles Region,
we carried out for the 5th consecutive year our successful reading campaign, which on this occasion was titled México lindo y leído. !e result of this call was 3,015
books read by young people between 11 and 15 years old.
!is achievement would not be possible without the support of the Ministry of Public Education
(SEP), directors and teachers of the Spanish academy
of secondary school, who summon the students and
promote reading, understanding and passion in them
through the world of books.
One of the main incentives, in addition to enormous
satisfaction of the students, are the scholarships awarded to develop fast reading with the LECTUM institute.
"MÉXICO LINDO Y LEÍDO" READING CAMPAIGN
PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING STUDENTS
FINALIST STUDENTS
BOOKS READ
READING HOURS

COMMUNITIES

43
3,015
43
3,015
12,060
TEQUILA, EL ARENAL, MAGDALENA,
EL SALVADOR, HOSTOTIPAQUILLO,
AHUALULCO, HUAXTLA, AMECA, TALA,
SAN JUANITO DE ESCOBEDO, ETZATLÁN,
SAN MARCOS Y TEUCHITLÁN.

Participant of the 2019 reading campaign, México lindo y leído.
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ABILITY TO
TRANSFORM

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

THE EFFORT
IS WORTH IT

IN 2019, THE FOURTH generation of young graduates

people to acquire knowledge at a more advanced lev-

AT BECKMAN FOUNDATION we are convinced that

of the

el. Young transformers and social entrepreneurs, who

education is the best tool to transform lives, working

risk changing their environment for a better one!

together parents, teachers and students is the best

LECTUM

rapid reading program graduated, an

intensive reading comprehension course, where students managed to read more than 12,660 words per

way to train good people, responsible citizens, con-

minute and 100% understanding. !is skill will allow

Results:

them to read documents in less time, facilitating their

• 34 ganadores acreedores a un curso de lectura ráp-

learning in the new educative stage of high school and
University.
Fundation Beckmann, under its Education Stra-

ida con LECTUM
• 15 advance levels
• 2 winning student groups

cerned about their community and their country.
!e Academic Excellence program recognizes the
best averages of primary and secondary schools for
Tequila and the Sierra. Congratulations!
A$er the event, the winners lived the experience of

tegic Line, has always sought educational innovation

• 27 graduated students of the intensive course

the "Traditional Games". At a happy Mexican fair, they

that allows students, teachers, and parents to have

• 98% achievement

enjoyed the games their parents played when cell

the best teaching tools that make it easier for young

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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phone or computer technology did not yet exist; they
were able to enjoy "bebeleche", spinning top, "balero",
jump rope, sacks, lottery, slingshot toy.
• More than 1,000 event attendees
Traditional games event.

PRIMARIAS
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
AWARDED STUDENTS

COMMUNITIES

Fourth generation of the LECTUM fast reading program.

SECONDARY
37
399
TEQUILA, EL ZAPOTE, PALMITOS,
ATEMANICA, EL MEDINEÑO, MITLÁN,
TUITAN, LA LABOR, SAN MARTIN DE LA
CAÑAS, EL TEPETATE, EL COBANO, EL
SALVADOR, EL POTRERO DE LOS RIVERA,
JALPILLA, TAPEXCO Y OJOS DE AGUA

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

8

AWARDED STUDENTS

84

COMMUNITIES

SECUNDARIAS: CENOBIO SAUZA
MADRIGAL (AMBOS TURNOS), ROBERTO
RUIZ ROSALES, FORÁNEA #32 (AMBOS
TURNOS), LÁZARO CÁRDENAS DEL RIO,
LUIS NAVARRO Y TELESECUNDARIA
PLAN DE AYALA

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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SKILL INCREASE IN SCIENCE AREAS

ALIANZAS
PARA LOGRAR
LOS OBJETIVOS

LOVE FOR
MATHEMATICS

Y

MATHEMATICS FOR LIFE

ear a$er year we witness the social impact
that the intensive course of mathematics Duxvia is having in the community. In 2019 José

ONE OF OUR MAIN ALLIES IN EDUCATION is the

Gael Varela García had the opportunity to live this ex-

mathematics program, in alliance with the AS insti-

perience that he can use in his daily life.

tution and through the Duxvia method we share the

In his own words, Gael had a taboo that math-

firm belief that people learn best when we have the

ematics were boring, but now he can recognize the

right motivation, an attitude of experimentation and a

positive effects that his participation in the course

mindset of growth.

had: they promote logical thinking, develop creative

We are changing the destiny of the young people

thinking, help to understand the world, provide

of Tequila through this tool, offering a different ap-

tools to face new situations.

proach to how math can be learned and applied —the

!e most remarkable result in Gael's case is hav-

most important thing is to change their idea that math
is difficult—.

ing changed his paradigm towards mathematics,

Results:

mitted to attend high school at CETI in Guadalajara,

now they not only seem fun to him, but he was adpositioned as one of the best institutes with scientif-

Test application of thinking, reading, logics, mathe-

ic and technological orientation in the country.

matics and general skills:
• •580 diagnosed students
Following the diagnosis, three groups of students
with the highest and lowest averages were formed, to

Duxvia Intensive Math Program.

receive an intensive course in mathematics:
• 3 groups of students:

• 80 participating students.

• First group (29 students).

• 20 sessions.

• Second group (27 students).

• 34 graduate students.

• !ird group (24 students).

• 97% course achievement.
Gael Varela, during the intensive mathematics course.
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EMOTIONS MANAGEMENT
TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

BUILDING
THE FUTURE

THE PURPOSE OF THESE SUMMER workshops is for

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE young leaders program is to

young people to develop self-knowledge and self-mo-

promote those with social, educational and commu-

tivation tools to achieve the goals they set. !ey are a

nity leadership of the population of Tequila, Jalisco,

complement to the Education area, and are taught to

through constant training with a human, ethical and

all young people who respond to the call of the sum-

educational sense, generating a professional volun-

mer course and the young leaders program.

teering and mainly committed to children and young
people.
!e vision is to have a group of young people interested in the development of their community, gen-

Summer workshops 2019.

erators of projects for social and educational development. Our work includes a commitment to expose
#

ACTIVITY

1

WORKSHOP “DISCOVER YOUR SUPERPOWERS”

2

WORKSHOP “EDUCATING WITH LOVE”

3

TARGET AUDIENCE

ASSISTANTS

them to experiences that allow to visualize our culture

SATISFACTION
PERCENTAGE

and trends in leadership, innovation, creativity, sus-

YOUTH

19

99%

PARENTS

10

93%

WORKSHOP "LIVING MY EMOTIONS"

YOUTH

9

100%

4

WORKSHOP "BRING OUT THE GENIUS YOU
CARRY WITHIN"

YOUTH

15

99%

5

WORKSHOP "THE POWER OF THE WORD"

YOUTH

11

100%

6

WORKSHOP "EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE"

PARENTS

2

99%

7

WORKSHOP "YOUTH AUTOMOTIVE STRATEGIES
AND SUCCESS"

YOUTH

8

100%

8

WORKSHOP "VALUES IN FAMILY"

YOUTH

7

100%

9

WORKSHOP "GROWING IN FAMILY"

PARENTS

10

99%

91

99%

TOTALS

tainability, entrepreneurship and social work
# ACTIVITY

ASSISTANTS

1

WORKSHOP
"THE GENERATION OF
CHANGE"

43 YOUTH

2

VISIT HACIENDA EL
CENTENARIO, RAYA SHOP AND
CULTURAL CENTER

43 YOUTH

3

WORKSHOP
"EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE"

43 YOUTH

4

WORKSHOP "BEING, DOING
AND HAVING"

62 YOUTH

TOTALS

191 ATTENDEES

Tequila young leaders program.
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Quality teachers
THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC EDUCATION (SEP) has
made available to schools and the School Technical Council (CTE) guidelines to establish the
School Improvement Route, a tool to organize actions that strengthen the capacities of the school,
to improve student learning and the professional development of teachers individually and as a
team of work, in addition to establishing a shared
vision of what is needed or should be modified in
the school by generating concrete and verifiable
commitments and actions.
At Foundation Beckmann we follow the Improvement Route with conviction. !rough these
guidelines, we continuously evaluate and optimize the application of the programs, because
it is a cornerstone initiative to ensure the educational growth of students. We work so that these
guidelines are translated into concrete actions in
the classrooms.
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Conference for teachers of the Valles Region.
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SCIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL
INNOVATION CONGRESS
FOR TEACHERS

TRAINING
FOR TEACHERS

MEETINGS
WITH DIRECTORS

TEACHERS ARE THE ONES IN DIRECT communication

UNION IS STRENGTH, and for the Foundation Beck-

THE PURPOSE OF THIS CONGRESS was to provide teachers

with the students, the ones who transmit the initia-

mann, maintaining communication with school au-

with tools that can be applied directly in the classroom.

tives and day by day permeate knowledge towards his

thorities and teachers is one of the keys to strength-

students.

ening the development of education throughout the

Some of the main objectives of this series of conferences were:

Conscious of this, we support teachers in the re-

• Share the professional experience of different experts in

region.

gion with training to strengthen their personal, didac-

And one of the actions to achieve this is the meet-

tic and pedagogical tools. We seek innovation through

ings with directors and technical council on the last

• To equip participants with tools to develop skills such as

workshops and conferences that are a support in solv-

Friday of each month, where the progress, results, pro-

classroom resilience, integration, inclusion and innova-

ing the daily challenges they face in their important

posals and needs in which we can work collaboratively

tion based on Design thinking.

mission.

are discussed.

the area of education, nationally and internationally.

• Generate a space for communication, integration and ex-

ASSISTANTS

#

AGREEMENTS

37

1

PRESENTATION OF ACTIVITIES CALENDAR

Results:

2

PROPOSAL PRESENTATION FOR READING CAMPAIGN

• 4 conferences (Yordanka Maso, Francisco Musi, Alejandro

3

PRESENTATION AND DELIVERY OF THINKING SKILLS TEST RESULTS

4

DELIVERY AND MONITORING OF ACTIVITIES RESULTS RELATED TO
THE PREVENTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM (EVERY MONTH)

• 8 robotics and artificial intelligence workshops.

5

EDUCATION MEETING FOR DIAGNOSIS ON EDUCATION IN THE
MUNICIPALITY

• 150 teachers involved.

6

EDUCATION DIAGNOSIS PRESENTATION

• 97% achievement.

7

PRESENTATION OF THINKING SKILLS DIAGNOSIS FOR CBTA
TEACHERS AND EXECUTIVES

8

EVALUATION OF ACTIONS TAKEN IN SCHOOL CYCLE 18-19 IN EACH
SECONDARY, BY THE FOUNDATION BECKMANN

9

DELIVERY OF MONTHLY AND COMPARATIVE RESULTS REPORT TO
EACH OF THE DIRECTORS

10

PRESENTATION OF THE PROGRAM AND PROPOSAL OF THE
SCIENCE CONGRESS

change of ideas between pairs.

WORKSHOP NAME
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

SESSIONS
1

Rodríguez and José Manuel Zapata).
* 900 teachers reached.

Dr. Yordanka Maso, Congress of Science >
and Educational Innovation for teachers, in Tequila.>

Tequila teachers training.
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TECHNICAL COUNCIL
OF TEACHERS

Preventive education (POSIT)
• Cycle 2018-2019, high school students
1,809 students assessed

Academic excellence
• 37 primary and 8 secondary schools
in the municipality of Tequila
483 awarded students

Psychological orientation
• Cycle 2018-2019, students and parents
158 student / 8 parents

FOUNDATION BECKMANN grants special support to

!is support consists mainly of renting space, equip-

school boards of directors with supervisors, elemen-

ment and coffee breaks.

tary and high school principals from Tequila and the
Valles Region. In these meetings planning and evalua-

Results:

tion of actions for school improvement are carried out.

• 6 technical councils.

Traditional games event
• 37 primary and 8 secondary schools in Tequila
1,000 event attendees

Workshops
• 27 training workshops
780 workshop attendees
Zero alcohol
• 8 sessions
760 people
Reading promotion
• secondary schools in the Valles Region
3,015 attendees
Fast reading course
• Readers meeting winners
34 scholarship students
27 course graduates
Math course
• High school students
580 diagnosed students /
80 students with scholarships / 34 graduate students

EDUCATION INDICATORS
SUMMARY
Meetings with directors, 2019.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

ODS

Summer workshop
• Workshops for youth and parents
91 attendees

10,150 people benefited

EDUCATION STRATEGIC LINE

Young leaders program
• 4 workshops / conferences / volunteering
191 attendees

Congress of educational sciences and innovation
• 4 conferences / 8 workshops
1,050 teachers from the Valles Region
Teacher training and principal meetings
• Emotional intelligence workshop / Improvement
topics / support and meetings for managers
of institutions
50 teachers and directors

SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGIC LINE

SOCIAL

INNOVATION
STRATEGIC LINE

OBJECTIVE:
Empower the community to find
the best and most innovative tools,
hat allow a long-term sustainable
development, improving its
economic and social environment.
PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES:

19
BENEFICIARIES:

11,705
SOCIAL IMPACT:
Strengthening local businesses:
Paola Vanesa Rodríguez Campos
Conscious communities:
Tonos criollos

S

ocial Innovation are all the processes, programs
and initiatives that allow a profound change in
the operation of the system, generating positive

transformations and resilient communities.
As highlighted by the World Economic Forum
(WEF), reducing inequality and accelerating real, meaningful and widespread inclusive growth are the most
urgent challenges of our age. Social Innovation is an intersectoral collaboration, spaces where private sector,
academia, public and other groups, work effectively
and efficiently, seeking an impact and social transformation.
Contrary to what is first thought, this action represents much more, changes are needed at the individual, organizational and social level, as well as legal,
cultural, economic, and political changes to help society and the planet prosper.
!is is an essential process at a time when communities need new approaches and pathways to deal
with social and environmental problems, that creates
value for society and satisfies needs, where opportunities are seized and problems are solved through a
systemic impact.
It means being more strategic, more ambitious,
and more collaborative in how access and opportunities can be provided to low-income people, to
participate in the local, regional and why not, global
economy.

58 |

Students at the Social Innovation Center.
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TRAINING AND
EMPLOYABILITY

THE SOCIAL INNOVATION MODEL with which we cur-

ers, hospitality service providers and local inhabitants.

rently work has evolved over the years, always looking

We bring training and employability opportunities

for a deep economic, social and cultural transforma-

closer to them and their families through the alliances

tion in the community. Today we focus on empower-

we forge with universities and organizations, we cre-

ing the community of the Valles Region, consolidating

ate spaces for development and education, we design

their business models with economic sustainability

and execute events that rescue and protect local tra-

and long-term viability, to raise their quality of life.

ditions, but above all they put Tequila on the national

Based on this model, we work directly with entre-

and international touristic scene.

WE DEVELOP INTRAPERSONAL skills that include

In addition to contributing to comprehensive and

teamwork and leadership, which promote deci-

sustainable development, we want to promote the ap-

sion-making with creativity and innovation. We sup-

propriation of essential values such as equality, justice,

port finding ideas and solutions that add social value

freedom and solidarity, to support the most vulnerable

to the region and allow the preservation of the great

sector.

cultural and historical heritage of the community and
its surroundings.

We work in co-creation to increase community
empowerment and participation.

One of the angular positions for this strategic line

preneurs, artisans, small businessman, micro-produc-

is that the beneficiaries of each program are involved

• Intangible heritage management

with their own growth as much as possible, that they

• Hospitality, gastronomy and culture of tequila

are aware of their own development. For us, it is essen-

• Training and social innovation

tial to strengthen and follow up on the initiatives that

STRATEGIC
ALLIANCES

• Tec de Monterrey
• ITESO-PAP
• Technological
Institute of Tequila
• Voices of Tequila
• United for
inclusion, civil
association

SOCIAL INNOVATION
CENTER OF TEQUILA

• Virtual Learning
Center (CVA)
• Children´s
conversation club
• Project incubation
room

SUPPORT IN COMMUNITY
EVENTS

• Plum and mango
festival
• Tequila mushroom
fest
• Day of the dead
festival
• "Fogones y metates"

TRANSVERSAL INTERVENTION
CRITERIA

• Intangible heritage management
• Hospitality, gastronomy and
culture of tequila
• Training and social innovation

ROUTES AND
TOURISTIC CIRCUITS

•
•
•
•
•

Social map
Artisans
Bakers
Toneleros
Rural
experiences

AWARENESS
TRIPS

• Experience
exchange with
the Harp Helú
Foundation.

arise from the community itself, which in the long run

We seek social cohesion, improvement and the

are the ones that they value and commit with the most,

solution of problems that have an impact and social

we are there to detect opportunities, provide guides

transformation, that are decisive in the consolidation

and establish channels.

of the Tequila Destination.
Colors of the field, embroiderers from Mitlán.

SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGIC LINE
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Strategic alliances

OPENING OF THE SOCIAL
INNOVATION CENTER (CIS)

THE BECKMANN FOUNDATION, concerned with

THE TEQUILA SOCIAL INNOVATION Center was in-

In this same space, the Beckmann Foundation, in

augurated, a space that encompasses innovative and

alliance with the Tecnológico de Monterrey, opened

creative initiatives to meet social needs, that current-

the Virtual Learning Center (CVA), a training space for

ly are not adequately covered by the public or pri-

Tequila youth and their families, where they will have

vate sector; and that seeks to produce the behavioral

access to quality online education.

providing the Tequila community with projects and
programs for sustainable development, It constantly seeks to create lasting alliances with different educational and social impact institutions, together we
evaluate the needs of the community that require

changes necessary to solve the great challenges of the

immediate action and that can only be solved in an

Valles Region.

interdisciplinary manner.

Indicators:
• 50attendees

Conversation with leaders of Arenal-Voices of Tequila.

Mr. and Mrs. Beckmann at the CIS inauguration.
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DESIGN PROPOSALS
"DESTINATION TEQUILA"
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF PROFESSOR David

lems and promote positive experiences, both for the

Sánchez Ruano of the Tecnológico de Monterrey, from

visitor and for the inhabitants. !ere were 16 design

the Design !inking area, students developed propos-

projects developed by 46 students, for the improve-

als that directly affect some of the community's prob-

ment of a service within the municipality of Tequila.

#

PROJECT

CONCEPT

STUDENTS

1

MEDECA

HYGIENE AND HEALTH CONTROL SYSTEM IN THE ESTABLISHMENTS.

3

2

GA. V

DEVICE CONNECTED TO THE “ZERO ALCOHOL” APPLICATION.

3

3

PRIMEROS AUXILIOS

FAMILY TABLE GAME ON FIRST AID.

2

4

EXPERIENCIA TEQUILA

WEB PAGE WITH A TEQUILA MAP AND TOURISTIC INFORMATION.

3

5

HUPARI

SYSTEM TO FIND THE AVAILABILITY OF FOOD PREMISES.

3

6

SECURITY CASE

DEVICE TO SPEED UP THE ORDERING AND AVAILABILITY SERVICE.

3

7

SMART GO

BRACELET WITH GPS FOR ECOTOURISM ACTIVITIES.

3

8

PARKET

APPLICATION TO REGULATE GASOLINE CONGESTIONING AND EXPENDITURE.

3

9

SMART LOCK

SYSTEM TO EFFICIENT THE EXPERIENCE OF PUBLIC SANITARIES.

3

10

TRADIO

SCANNER CONNECTED ON A SMART TV, IN THE AIRBNB.

3

11

NULLA

ALCOHOL MEASUREMENT, DETECTOR AND MONITORING SYSTEM.

3

12

HELCOM

SYSTEM TO IMPROVE THE HOTEL SERVICE EXPERIENCE.

3

13

DESTINO VILLA TEQUILA

PRE-REGISTER SYSTEM FOR FOODS YOU WANT TO CONSUME.

3

14

SCIV

DEVICE TO NAVIGATE BY HAND THROUGH THE INTERFACE.

2

15

BICITOURS

TOUR MONITORED BY AN APP AND TECHNOLOGICALLY GUIDED.

3

16

ESTACIÓN TEQUILA

APPLICATION TO SEE AVAILABLE OPTIONS AND MAKE PAYMENT.

3

MEDECA
Hygiene and health control system in establishments.
NULLA
Alcohol measurement, detector and monitoring system.
SMART GO
GPS bracelet for ecotourism activities.
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THESE PROFESSIONAL APPLICATION Projects (PAP)

In 2019, 6 additional scenarios were intervened,

began in the fall of 2016 as an initiative for organiza-

maintaining the collaboration that has been interdis-

tional and economic promotion for artisan commu-

ciplinary for three years now, with the support of 18

nities in Tequila, in association with the Beckmann

students and 2 academics.

Foundation.

67

La Cocina de Evalia Rivera.

Benjamín Saldate, producer of "Maíces criollos" en Mitlán, Tequila.

!e aim is to promote the development of micro
producers and artisans, so that they can consolidate

#

SCENARIO

their business models, so that they have economic sustainability and long-term viability. !e goal is to

MUJERES
DE VIDRIO

LOGISTICS PROBLEMS, POORLY EFFICIENT PRODUCTION, POOR SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL, FEW PRODUCTS, WITHOUT SOCIAL NETWORKS, WITHOUT A
WORKPLACE.

ROLES DEFINITION, DEVELOPMENT OF
PRODUCTION PROCESSES, BRAND DESIGN AND
NEW PRODUCTS, FACEBOOK SITE.

2

RANCHO
EL CHIQUIHUITILLO

WATER SUPPLY IN THE RANCH, THERE ARE NO WATER TANKS, IT DOES NOT HAVE A
MASTER PLAN, MISSING BRAND DESIGN AND PACKAGING.

MASTER PLAN WITH WATER COLLECTION SYSTEM,
SUPPLY AND STORAGE. SURVEY SURVEY, TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT PLANS, LOGO AND LABELS.

3

LA COCINA DE
EVALIA RIVERA

THE SPACE NEEDS TO BE ENABLED, MISSING A STRUCTURAL PROJECT FOR THE
CEILING, FURNITURE AND BRAND DESIGN. RETRIEVE FAMILY RECIPES.

ENABLING OF SPACE AND FIREPLACE, BRAND
DESIGN AND FURNITURE. ADAPTATION OF MENUS.
PHOTOS AND VIDEO FOR PROMOTION.

4

COLORES
DEL CAMPO

DISTANCE TO GET RAW MATERIAL. EMBROIDERY WITHOUT OWN DESIGNS. NO
INFRASTRUCTURE TO PERFORM ALL PROCESSES IN YOUR COMMUNITY. NO
KNOWLEDGE OF COSTING.

ELEMENTS OF IDENTITY IN ITS ENVIRONMENT, TINT
WORKSHOPS, GENERATION OF ITS OWN DESIGNS.
BRAND AND FACEBOOK. STATE RESOURCES FOR
SEWING AND TRAINING MACHINES. FREIGHT
CONTACTS

5

TONOS
CRIOLLOS

BRAND AND PACKAGING. CHEMICAL STUDIES FOR
TRANSMIT IN AN ORAL WAY, WITHOUT GRAPHIC SUPPORTS. TOO MANY PROJECTS
NUTRITIONAL TABLE AND MEXICAN STANDARDS.
AT A TIME. SAFETY DURING THE PRODUCTION PROCESSES. NO BRAND, PACKAGING DOCUMENTATION OF PRODUCTION STAGES.
DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT FLOURS, OR NETWORK MANAGEMENT.
COMMUNICATION SUPPORTS, NETWORK
WORKSHOP.

6

BARRILEROS
DE TEQUILA

RUDIMENTARY AND UNSAFE PRODUCTION PROCESSES, HIGH POTENTIAL TO
IMPROVE PRODUCTION PRACTICES, FACILITIES AND PROCESSES.

and results orientation in financial strategy.
on the methodological processes, research and on the
developments and products achieved in each of the
scenarios.

Presentations - PAP Design as a development >
factor in heritage settings.

SOLUTIONS

1

solve problems, but also to emphasize self-sufficiency
In the edition of the PAP Report (RPAP) it is reported

PROBLEM

ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL STRUCTURES OF BARREL
WORKSHOPS AND CONDITIONS OF PRODUCTION,
INFRASTRUCTURE AND OBTAINING MATERIAL.

SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGIC LINE
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3

SALUD Y
BIENESTAR

(PAP) CYCLE PATHS
IN THE AGAVE LANDSCAPE
BECKMANN FOUNDATION together with multidisciplinary teams of Iteso students, through their PAPs,
continue to support producers, artisans and families
in the Valles and Sierra Region, to innovate and find
new opportunities and business models that allow
them to raise their quality of life.
In this social project in which 6 students and an academic participated, the communities around the Tequila Volcano were benefited. Among the actions carried out, a meeting with the network of local leaders
from the municipalities of Arenal, Amatitán and Tequila, ITESO students and the Beckmann Foundation was
held at the Center for Interpretation and Chronicle of
the Landscape Agavero "Ex hacienda La Calavera" in
Arenal.
A mapping of non-rail accessibility routes between
cities was carried out and the identification of lines,
conflicting crossings, signs, concrete projects: inns,
camping areas, medical services, bathrooms, niches of
opportunity and problems.

1st meeting with local leaders – >
PAP Cycle routes in the agave landscape
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PAOLA VANESA RODRÍGUEZ CAMPOS

STRENGTHENING LOCAL
BUSINESSES

P

aola Vanesa is a 24-year-old woman who is
part of the statistics of the Tequila population who collaborates in a small business and

seeks to formalize it and make it grow. At Beckmann
Foundation we assume these conditions as a challenge and we are working to make Tequila a nucleus
of entrepreneurship and innovation.
Today, Paola is writing her own success story, since,
in addition to continuing to work in her business at
the entrance to the town, she is studying the Diploma
in Business, one of the 4 currently offered at the Tequila Social Innovation Center.
Launched in 2019, this project is one of the possibilities that have been created in partnership with Tec
de Monterrey, where we have educational and training programs, available to all those looking for tools to
get ahead and become professional.
Every person we manage to support is a hope for
the progress of Tequila, to inspire the community and
become a potential engine to promote a solidarity
economy.

Paola Vanesa Rodríguez Campos.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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INDUSTRIA,
INNOVACIÓN E
INFRAESTRUCTURA

JOSÉ MARIO MOLINA PASQUEL
AND HENRÍQUEZ
TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

ON THE SUBJECT OF CARING for the environment

BONDING AGREEMENT for professional practices in

and the search for sustainability, we have worked for

different areas of the Foundation. !ey are members

the past year to build a house with the Tequila-Agave

of the Voices of Tequila committee, participate in vol-

value chain using: bagasse fiber for brick construction,

unteer activities, and influence the scheduled activ-

recycled bottles from the tequila industry, barrels that

ities: social service, professional practices and dual

are used for the rest or aging of tequila, therefore, to-

education.

gether with the academy, a series of resistance tests
and investigations has been carried out. For the development of this project, 14 students and an academic
participated, which consisted of the edition and printing of the book "Sustainable housing" on the agave-tequila production chain, a collaborative work between
the Beckmann Foundation and ITESO.
Some of the main actions were an interview with
management and presentation of the operational
plan for the construction of the model house, visit to
the property to be remodeled, data collection, measurements and key information. !e result was the
diagnosis of viability..

“Casa Tkila”, winning design of the first >
international contest for sustainable social housing.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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Professional practitioners in the different >
areas of development at the Institute.
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Voices of Tequila
able growth for the town of Tequila, Jalisco; , a través de la colab-

73

COMMITTEE

ALLIANCE OF INSTITUTIONS
IT IS AN INITIATIVE THAT SEEKS a model of integral and sustain-

SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGIC LINE

3. Develop actions to achieve the permanence of the
members in the Voices of Tequila Committee.

oración entre actores sociales, económicos y culturales.
!e general objective is to position Tequila as an important

!e main lines of action are the production of

heritage city, through strategies to disseminate the cultural and

events, the digital platform and the communication

natural wealth of the region, as well as promoting the local econ-

strategy. It is an alliance of institutions with commu-

omy and strengthening the community based on community

nity efforts:

cultural experiences.
!rough this project, the Beckmann Foundation favors the

• Voices of Tequila Committee: Main tequila houses,

creation of a platform that allows collaborative work and the

tourism promoters and relevant social actors in

construction of a communication strategy in alliance with other

Tequila.

relevant actors in the territory.

• Associates: Collaborating actors in carrying out community cultural experiences.
• Beneficiaries: Economic actors who participate in

Key goals of Voices of Tequila:
1. Form and organize the Voices of Tequila Committee, strengthening existing relationships and creating new ones with other

the activities organized by the Voices of Tequila
Committee.

actors.
2. Generate a fundraising scheme to guarantee the permanence
of the actions of the Voices of Tequila project.

Impact:
• 18 members of the Voices of Tequila Committee
• 18 associate members
• 43 local producers
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www.vocesdetequila.org

ASSOCIATES

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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• United for inclusion" is the name chosen by the

and adults with disabilities, which seeks to improve the

parents and teachers of the Multiple Care Center

labor and social inclusion of people with disabilities,

(CAM) 37.

to assert their rights. In conjunction with the Voices of

• Inclusion, training and advice to the steering com-

Tequila Committee and the Beckmann Foundation, in

mittee so that they can become civil association

2019 different actions were carried out to advance the

• Review of alternatives for training in trades for students graduated from the institution.
• Food and drinks laboratory project, for training

• Training and delivery of accounts for the management of social networks by the Sarape Social agency.
• Start of training for strategic planning of the Civil
Association.

CONSCIOUS COMMUNITIES

I

TESO's Professional Application Project (PAP) aims

to produce food with a higher nutritional value. We

to offer organization tools to artisanal communities

worked together with the farmers in the planning of

and small producers, promoting self-management

their processes, and in the design of their brand and

capacities so that they can walk in the future towards a

CIVIL ASSOCIATION CONCERNED with young people

common goals:

TONOS CRIOLLOS

in hospitality, gastronomy and entrepreneurship
trades.

packaging for corn flour.

model of social, creative and economic development.

In all these interventions complex problems are

As a result of this alliance, today we can see evi-

detected, which are addressed and solved through

dent positive impacts on the community, as is the case

interdisciplinary teams from a sustainable vision, in-

of Tonos Criollos, a project that aims to share and raise

cluding the development dimension of an alternative

awareness about the value of creole corn and native

social economy.

products of the Sierra de Tequila region.
Each of these products are harvested organically and sustainably in the Mitlán community, in order

Tonos criollos, maize from Mitlán.
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• Focus education on the culture of agave and Tequila: knowledge, valuation and dissemination.

design and organize a common agenda that allows the

• Build a more responsible and respectful communi-

conservation, dissemination and enrichment of the

ty and culture with the environment: environmental

intangible heritage of our people.

education, protection of natural heritage.

To achieve this, we establish an annual calendar of
activities and strategic events, which are disseminated

• Social inclusion: preparation of people with disabilities to join the labor market.

through a communication platform, generating quality
information that is distributed through various media,

Indicators:

social networks, and print media. Topics presented in

• 9,912 attendees at all events

these key events are natural and cultural heritage, gas-

• 43 producers benefited

tronomy, promotion of producers and local initiatives.

• 6 pairing tastings

!ese events are aimed at the general public of

• 440 attendees to the tastings

Tequila, Jalisco and to the creative, national and inter-

• 56 scientific and cultural activities

national tourism. !e themes revolve around the dif-

• 40 volunteers

ferent axes of work that we have established:

• 16 civil society organizations and companies
• 4 tequila houses

• Gastronomy: endemic products, traditional cuisine,

• 7 instances of the Tequila City Council

agricultural production systems.
• Traditional festivals, artistic manifestations, cultural activities: accompaniment of the life of the town
through the climatic seasons and the agricultural
cycle.

Painting workshops. >
Pairing tasting at the Plum Festival, Museum or Tequila. >
Tequila culture and local gastronomy. >
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IT IS A FESTIVAL PROMOTED by Voices of Tequila, fo-

two days of activities and exhibition of local prod-

cused on the dissemination and preservation of the

ucts and derivatives that gave tourists and tenants

gastronomic and natural heritage of the Tequila region,

access to the products. In parallel, there was a series

starring in the yellow plum and locally produced man-

of host restaurants, who incorporated these fruits in

go from the canyon.

their different preparations, dishes and drinks

In 2019 this celebration was held on June 8 and 9,
having as its headquarters the main plaza of Tequila,

ACTIONS
INAUGURATION AND OPENING OF LOCAL PRODUCERS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION: THE FRUITS OF OUR LAND
LOCAL PRODUCERS FAIR
LET'S MAKE ART!: WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP

LOCATION
MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

PUBLIC ELABORATION OF GARRAFA ICE CREAM CLASS (LUCIA MAYA)

PARTICIPANTS
4,000 VISITORS
18 PRODUCERS
100 PARTICIPANTS
60 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC MIXOLOGY CLASS (CHEF FRANCISCO ALDART AGUILAR)

MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

35 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC COOKING CLASS (CHEF MAGUI DUMOIS)

10 PARTICIPATING CHEFS

45 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC COLD DESSERTS CLASS (CHEFS MARIO PAPA AND BRUNO LOEZA)

15 RESTAURANTS
HEADQUARTERS

30 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC INTERACTIVE COOKING CLASS
(CHEFSMELANIA SANDOVAL, DAVID MOLANO AND JULIO ARCADIO)

50 ATTENDEES

PUBLIC TASTING OF TEQUILA, MANGO AND PLUM (TEQUILA HOUSES):
JOSÉ CUERVO, SAUZA AND LOS ABUELOS)

TEQUILA MUNICIPAL
PRESIDENCY COURTYARD

VISIT AND COLLECTION OF PLUM WITH CHILDREN

PLUM GARDEN

CLOSURE AND RECOGNITION TO PRODUCERS AND EXHIBITORS

MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA
TOTAL

< Generations united during the Plum and Mango Festival, 2019.

100 ATTENDEES
40 ATTENDEES
20 VOLUNTEERS
AND 13 STAFF
4,521 PARTICIPANTS
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TEQUILA DRESSED UP IN BLUE FOR TWO DAYS, to

By connecting scientific and traditional knowl-

celebrate the II Tequila Mushroom Fest, on the 17th

edge, gastronomy and cultural experiences, we seek to

and 18th of August, in order to spread and celebrate

create awareness among the community and visitors

the importance of wild mushrooms that grow as part

regarding the natural richness of the volcano.

II Tequila Mushroom Fest activities, 2019.
ACTIONS

of the natural wealth that the Tequila Volcano offers. It

!e II Tequila Mushroom Fest is possible thanks to

is a celebration of the different varieties of wild mush-

the collaboration with the Department of Mycology

rooms present in the Tequila region, having the Lac-

of the University Center of Biological and Agricultural

EXHIBITION OF 80 SPECIMEN OF FUNGI AND SCIENTIFIC AREA

tarius indigo blue mushroom as a special guest.

Sciences of the University of Guadalajara, where they

INAUGURATION OF THE EXHIBITION AND FAIR OF PRODUCERS AND CRAFTSMEN

Among scientific, cultural and gastronomic activities, it is shared with the community and visitors, the

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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SCIENTIFIC COLLECTION OF FUNGI IN THE TEQUILA VOLCANO

have researched in the Tequila Volcano region for over

TALK “FUNGI IN THE KITCHEN” (MARTHA CEDANO, M.S.)

25 years.

TASTING PAIRING WITH FUNGI

great relevance of fungi for the development of the

MUSICAL PRESENTATION: APHRODISAICS

main ecosystem of the region: the Tequila Volcano.

PUBLIC KITCHEN CLASS WITH FUNGI (CHEF EDUARDO MARÍN

LOCATION
TEQUILA VOLCANO

45 ATTENDEES
80 ATTENDEES

MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

80 ATTENDEES
20 ATTENDEES

TEQUILERA “LA FORTALEZA”
MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

PARTICIPATORY WORKSHOP "HOW TO IDENTIFY FUNGI" (DR. ALEJANDRO KONG LUZ)

!is event is part of the actions taken by Voices of

PARTICIPANTS

90 ATTENDEES
50 ATTENDEES
48 ATTENDEES
27 PARTICIPANTS

Tequila to achieve the commitment between actors.

TALK "CARE: FUNGI CAN POISON YOU" (ADRIANA MONTOYA, PH.D.)

We celebrate the bio-cultural heritage of the region

TALK "MYTHS AND REALITIES OF FUNGI" (LAURA GUZMÁN, PH.D.)

through exhibitions, cooking classes, tastings, talks,

CATADO: AROMAS DEL VOLCÁN

80 ATTENDEES

collections on the volcano and music.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION: JALISCO, LAND OF FUNGI AND SCIENCE.

80 ATTENDEES

!rough this celebration, we want to raise aware-

80 ATTENDEES
TEQUILA NATIONAL MUSEUM

WORKSHOP OF SCIENTIFIC DRAWING FOR CHILDREN (MARTHA CEDANO, M.S

30 PARTICIPANTS

ness regarding the vulnerability and deterioration that

WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP

the Tequila Volcano is suffering. !is is part of one of

PRODUCER FAIR

the most important natural areas in the state that cur-

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION: VOLCANO

JOSE CUERVO STREET

rently does not have the necessary regulations for its

COLLABORATIVE MURAL: THE RICHES OF THE VOLCANO

STREET

MAIN SQUARE OF TEQUILA

adequate protection and conservation.
TOTAL

Lactarius indigo blue mushroom.

45 ATTENDEES

250 PARTICIPANTS

567 ATTENDEES IN THE TWO DAYS

1,498 ATTENDEES, 6 PRODUCERS,
18 STAFF, 10 SPEAKERS, 8 ACADEMICS,
14 STUDENTS
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THE DAY OF THE DEAD FESTIVAL and Tequila Bread

!e Tequila Bakers Fair was the main element of

Fair is a cultural celebration that held its second edi-

the festival, where around 10 bakeries from the region

tion on November 1st and 2nd, 2019, exposing tradi-

participated, including families that for generations

tional Tequila bakers.

have dedicated themselves to this trade, thus pre-

!e objective is to make this profession visible and

83
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serving the tradition.

ORGANIZER

ACTIVITY

VOICES OF TEQUILA / BAKERS NETWORK

TEQUILA BREAD FAIR

VOICES OF TEQUILA / COMMUNITY

ALTARES ROUTE

PARTICIPANTS
800 PEOPLE
12 ALTARES

revalued, as an activity that is an essential part of the

!e main objective was to promote and benefit

cultural heritage of the town and that it promotes the

these bakers so that they can continue to function as

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

MONUMENTAL ALTAR FIRE OF THE DEAD AND SPIRITS PROCESSION

encounter between the people of the community, as

key actors that enrich the gastronomic cultural heri-

LA POSTA GROUP

COCOA MASTERCLASS WITH CHOCOLATE (CHEF CRISTINA TAYLOR)

19 PEOPLE

a starting point to give value to their identity and col-

tage of Tequila.

LA CUEVA DE DON CENOBIO

TASTING-PAIRING OF BREAD AND CHOCOLATE “EL PAN ME LATE CON CHOCOLATE”

96 PEOPLE

JUAN BECKMANN GALLARDO CULTURAL CENTER

INAUGURATION OF THE ALTAR OF THE DEAD DEDICATED TO AURELIO FRANCO

30 PEOPLE

CCJBG AND CBTA 106

LITERARY "CALAVERITAS" AWARDS: CBTA STUDENTS AND UDG REGIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL

20 PEOPLE

CITY COUNCIL AND CULTURE GOVERNMENT

OPENING OF ALTAR IN THE CHAPEL OF THE MUNICIPAL PANTHEON

CITY COUNCIL / CEMETERIES COMMISSION

TEQUILA CHARACTERS NARRATIVE

MUNDO CUERVO

NIGHT TOUR WITH LEGENDS

LA POSTA GROUP

PROCESSION OF CATRINES, ROUTE, MARCH AND AWARD

MÉXICO TEQUILA TOURS

TOUR OF AN ARTISANAL BAKERY

14 PEOPLE

CBTA NO. 106

PUBLIC BAKERY CLASS

23 PEOPLE

CCJBG

CHOPPED PAPER WORKSHOP

VOICES DE TEQUILA

PAINTING WORKSHOP OF PLASTER SKULLS

380 NIÑOS

CITY COUNCIL / CEMETERIES COMMISSION

“BUGAMBILIA”, MONOLOGUE INTERPRETED BY VANESSA MAGAÑA

30 PEOPLE

TEQUILA FORTALEZA

STORIES “EL ZOPILOTE, LA CHIRIMÍA Y TODOS MIS MUERTOS”

30 PEOPLE

MÉXICO TEQUILA TOURS

ALTARES ROUTE

MARIO MOLINA TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE /
CEMETERIES COMMISSION

CATRINES CONTEST

400 PEOPLE

VOICES DE TEQUILA

DYNAMICS ADOPT A BAKER

10 BUSINESS

VOLUNTEERS

PARTICIPATING IN THE DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES

lective memory.
Tasting-pairing of bread and chocolate. >
"El pan me late con chocolate". >

Traditions give us identity
as a people. By rescuing
and practicing them,
we keep history alive,
value it, and learn
to love it.
Jaime Lubín
Catrinas del Festival de Día de Muertos 2019.

TOTAL

1,000 PEOPLE

350 PEOPLE
350 PPEOPLE
---50 PEOPLE

6 PEOPLE

7 PEOPLE

23 PEOPLE
3,627 PARTICIPANTS
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A MEETING THAT SEEKS TO PROMOTE promote the

Indicators:

elements that give identity to the Tequila communi-

• 6 public classes

ty among local people. !e objective is to share and

• 1 dialogue table

transmit the values of the gastronomic cultural heri-

• 1 discussion

tage of the community, with special emphasis on the

• 1 talk

relationship and appropriation of young generations

• 2 educational tastings

towards traditional cuisine. In the long term we seek

• 1 training in tasting pairing

for them to become guardians of the tangible and in-

• 1 workshop for restaurants

tangible cultural heritage.

• 1 contest

In 2019, El Arenal, Amatitán and Tequila were the

• 3 workshops for children

venues for the 3RD TRADITIONAL COOKS AND LO-

• 15 headquarters restaurants

CAL PRODUCERS GATHERING, where we had the

• 1,414 attendees

rural communities of Tequila as guests of honor.
There are many corners in Tequila where it is
cooked in a traditional way, as grandmothers did
hundreds of years ago. This great event invites the
whole family to experience the delicious flavors of
Tequila consuming products made in the region; to
discover the aromas and flavors of the Agave Landscape Region in a celebration of the gastronomic
cultural heritage of the community; and to collaborate with local economy and traditional cooks.

< Different activities "Fogones y metates" 2019.
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Social Innovation Center (CIS)
!e Social Innovation Center or Tequila

odology, aimed at training people to be capable of creating,

opened in 2019, since then, we have registered the

leading and making decisions within the hospitality, gastrono-

following results:

my, entrepreneurship and social innovation industries, as well
as contributing to the improvement of the quality of services.

• 50 attendants to the inauguration.

Our educational offer is focused on developing the necessary

• 231 registered users on the platform.

skills for leaders of the present and the future in the agave

• 31 users studying a diploma course.

landscape region.

• 4 diploma course (Hospitality and tourism,
Restaurant and gastronomy management, En-

!ese are some of the actions carried out:

trepreneurship of their own business, Office as-

• Administrative monitoring of the property's rent and signing of

sistant).
• 10 users of short courses.

• Processing of licenses, civil protection, repairs and adaptations,
identification of signage.
• Preparation of the dissemination campaign.
• Meeting with the Secretary of Innovation of the Jalisco State.
• Preparations for the opening of the Virtual Learning Center.
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• 13 scholarships for graduates awarded to employees of Hotel Solar de las Ánimas, Restauran-

• Inventory of the academic offer of the platform.
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Collaborators of Fundación Beckman and Tec de Monterrey at the inauguration of CIS.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT is our experiential learning meth-

the agreement.

SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGIC LINE

te Antigua Casona and Beckmann Foundation.
• 10 events organized in CIS facilities.
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VIRTUAL LEARNING CENTER
(CVA) TEC DE MONTERREY
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THE WOMEN OF GLASS PROJECT is currently housed

It is intended that in the near future other entre-

in the Center for Social Innovation, to help them in the

preneurs and local projects can access the profes-

marketing strategy of their products. !is group was

sionalization and consulting facilities provided by the

OUR ALLIANCE WITH TEC DE MONTERREY ontinues

RECENTLY CREATED, the children's conversation club

created with the support of the Beckmann Founda-

Beckmann Foundation and the important institutions

to bear positive fruit for Tequila and brings us closer to

provides a space for children to practice the english

tion in 2018 and in 2019 they were offered new oppor-

we have alliances with.

our goals every day. !e Virtual Learning Center is now

they study in other institutions, in a fun and trust-

tunities for training and growth through the CIS.

a reality. !rough this platform, the demand for train-

worthy environment. We have the backup of quali-

ing in the community can be met immediately, where

fied teachers to support the group to strengthen their

4 diploma and online courses are already offered.

reading, writing and pronunciation skills.

Results:

Results:

• 154 registered students

• 10 children

• 7 students in courses with tutor
• 228 accesses to self-directed courses

Participants of the project: Women of Glass.
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5 families benefited
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AWARENESS
TRIPS

Tecnológico de Monterrey
• 16 professional
practices projects
38 student /
4 academics

AT THE BECKMANN FOUNDATION, concerned with
imitating the best practices of social innovation in
other parts of the country and the world, We have
a program in which we carry out awareness trips for
collaborators, with the purpose of training, participat-

Opening of the Social
Innovation Center (CIS
• Opening and operation
50 attendees

ing in training talks and exchanging experiences with
other organizations, to achieve the goals in which we
concur.

EXPERIENCE EXCHANGE WITH
THE HARP HELÚ FOUNDATION
IN 2019 WE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY to visit the fa-

Virtual Learning Center (CVA)
• Opening and operation
154 students registered /
7 students in courses with tutor /
228 accesses to self-directed courses /
10 children

cilities of the Harp Helú Foundation in Oaxaca, a
Mexican institute that has successful programs in
the fields of education, culture and sport. According
to their communication, since 2000 they have been
grouped into three foundations that have in common

3rd Traditional cooks and
local producers gathering
• Activities
1,414 attendees

Voices of Tequila
• Strategic alliances
43 local producers

II Day of the Dead
Festival and Tequila
Bread Fair
• Activities
3,627 attendees
II Plum and
Mango Festival
• Workshops and activities
4,521 people
reached

II Tequila Mushroom
Fest
• Workshops and activities
1,498 people reached
8 academics researching
6 producer
18 staff members
10 speaker
14 student

love for Mexico and its people. !is has made us turn
to see their actions and get to know their work closer,
through its director of public relations Edu Nieto.
San Pablo Cultural Center.

SOCIAL INNOVATION
INDICATORS SUMMARY

11,705 people benefited
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SOCIAL

HEALTH

STRATEGIC LINE

OBJECTIVE:
Provide the most vulnerable population
with tools that help them develop a
full life; We work to promote healthy
behaviors with criteria of equity,
reduction of violence and poverty,
physical and emotional well-being.

!

rough the years we have
managed to build a relationship of trust and respect

with the people of Tequila, which allows us
to come closer to listen to them, to know
their needs and support them to get ahead
in every possible way: physical, mental,
emotional, legal and economic.
Furthermore, we are proud of what Te-

PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES:

quila represents for the country and for the

18

and honor people, because they are the

BENEFICIARIES:

7,159
SOCIAL IMPACT:

world, which is why we want to empower
heart of this town, they are the most important vehicle to a change. We work especially with the most vulnerable segments to
contribute to personal development, the
creation of support networks and the unification of families.

Together it is possible:
Alejandra Gisela Castañeda Ramírez
We are not alone:
Brizeida Viridiana Castañeda Guzmán
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Jimador in agave fields. Photography by Néstor Barrera.
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INTEGRAL MODEL
OF SOCIAL HEALTH

HEALTH IS FOR EVERYONE

EACH INHABITANT, EACH PERSON OF TEQUILA, is

THIS IS ONE OF THE STRATEGIC lines that has evolved

the community. We not only ensure physical well-be-

in 2019 to offer a better service to the Tequila popula-

ing, but also social integration and awareness of the en-

tion. !e well-being of the community is a priority, in

vironment and environmental issues we face.

welcome to go to the Beckmann Foundation to reach
for support, we are here to serve and guide. Our actions focus mainly on those members of the community in the most vulnerable situations or with the most
sensitive cases.
We want to restore the community by integrating

all meanings of this expression, which has motivated

We seek to have a greater scope and impact by car-

us to seek new routes, new support mechanisms, new

rying out health campaigns, with initiatives that return

approaches.

peace and hope to the low-income community, re-

Today, we emphasize the issue of health as it is an

all those who do not have opportunities or who have

essential part of the quality of life to which we aspire for

had disadvantages, either because of their gender,
their age, or any condition that represents a risk factor, such as children, older adults or women. We seek

Working hands. Photography by Néstor Barrera.

equity in society and stability in family systems and
on these fundamental principles we are generating a
change in Tequila.
TEAM WORK
•
•
•
•

Liaison Offices
Red Cross
Civil Hospitals
Autonomous
University of
Guadalajara
STRENGTHENING
THE SOCIAL FABRIC
•
•

Tributes
Commemorations

SUPPORT
ECOSYSTEMS
•
•

Reforestation
Sustainable housing
VULNERABLE
POPULATION
•
•
•
•

Emerging supports
Health campaigns
Nursing home
Sponsoring programs

specting the dignity of the people.

SOCIAL HEALTH STRATEGIC LINE
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Team work
Representatives of the Tequila City Council, Beckmann Foundation, Health Sector and Red Cross.

ALLIANCES ARE THE BEST WAY WE HAVE FOUND to provide support to the community of Tequila. We seek to weave support networks not only with the community itself, but with the main institutions and organizations on the subject of health

RED CROSS
We are deeply grateful to the Red Cross that has supported us with medical advice,
with specialists and with unconditional support for our campaigns. It is a sum of
efforts that directly benefits the population

CIVIL HOSPITALS
Similarly, we have had the Guadalajara Civil Hospitals, through the social work area,
where special cases of the inhabitants of Tequila are evaluated and channeled,
joining our resources to complement the services that are required.

AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY
OF GUADALAJARA (UAG)
We have the participation of UAG medical students as invaluable support in caring
for the population during the health campaigns held in Tequila twice a year. !ese
initiatives are carried out with the purpose of bringing health services closer to the
most vulnerable population, in which they receive information and treatments for
various health conditions.
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Liaison Offices

16

ships that are essential to meet the needs of the population,
which has led us to establish official cooperation agreements
that allow us to unify efforts to prevent and correct risk situations.
!rough the alliance with the Beckman Foundation, these
institutions currently have a physical office and representatives
in Tequila, that allows personalized and immediate attention for
all those who are in a critical situation or require professional fol-
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psychological, legal and social work care, those wom-

in Tequila through the Beckmann Foundation is the

en who come looking for help and who have placed

Support Unit for Women (UAM), we mainly attend cas-

their trust in us.

es of domestic violence in which we guide, through
HOURS OF SERVICE

4,398

3

10

ONE OF THE LIAISON OFFICES INSTALLED installed

low-up.
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SERVICES OFFERED

AREA

PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTENTION

PSYCHOLOGY

LEGAL ADVICE

LEGAL

SOCIAL ORIENTATION

SOCIAL WORK
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#

CONCEPT

USERS

1

PEOPLE IN THERAPY

49

2

DISCHARGED PEOPLE

27

3

PEOPLE WHO WITHDRAWN FROM THE SERVICE

16

4

NEW MEMBERS

58

5

PEOPLE WHO WERE REFERRED TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS

812
TOTAL USERS SERVED
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LOS OBJETIVOS

Orientation and referral to other institutions
• 228 men
• 584 women
Total users attended (accumulated recurring)
• 1,929 people

#

ACTIVITIES
INTERDICIPLINARY TEAM

962

ASSISTANTS

5

SUMMER COURSE FOR CHILDREN
OF THE TEQUILA COMMUNITY IN
SUPPORT OF CE WOMAN

244

1

PARTICIPATION IN CASA CUERVO'S
HEALTH WEEK

112

TOTAL ATTENDEESS

356
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LIFE AND FAMILY

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

TEEN PREGNANCY CASES are a concern for the com-

IT IS AN ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN, originated in

training with their neighbors and offer talks with the

munity, especially those mothers who do not have a

Monterrey, with the purpose of promoting and rein-

intention of positively impacting the entire family nu-

support network to cope in critical conditions. !rough

forcing family values and human development. In Te-

cleus and therefore generating social change.

the program of this office, counseling and psycholog-

quila, there is also a group of women from the differ-

ical and medical support are provided to women, and

ent neighborhoods, who prepare and replicate their

they are supported with training, so that they can have

• 208 graduates

a trade that allows them to work and have an eco-

ANSPAC representatives in Tequila.

nomic income to support their baby.

#

SUPPORTS

23

GUIDELINES ON SERVICES OFFERED
BY VIFAC

13

SUPPORTS FOR ECO

1

GLUCOSE STUDY

3

URINE ANALYSIS

1

TRANSFER TO VIFAC HOUSE

2

MEDICINE

• 44 leaders

ASSISTANTS

11

WORKSHOP NAME (TELESECUNDARIA IN SANTA TERESA)

PUBLIC

ASSISTANT

TEAM INTEGRATION

TEACHERS

7

LIFE PROYECT

STUDENTS

77

AFFECTIVITY AND SEXUALITY

STUDENTS

77

SEX EDUCATION / KNOWING TO LOVE

PARENTS

8

SEXUALITY (2 SESSIONS)

STUDENTS

66

HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE

TEACHERS

7
TOTAL ATTENDEES

242

• 1,810 workshop and activity attendees
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ALEJANDRA GISELA CASTAÑEDA RAMÍREZ

Vulnerable population
AT FUNDACIÓN BECKMANN WE MAKE an additional

munity or protect them from the risk situations in

effort for all those Tequila residents who are exposed

which they find themselves, mainly children, elders,

to exclusion, poverty, inequality or violence.

women or people with disabilities; but we are also

!rough this support program we watch over and
work to reincorporate them to the growth of the com-

here to support all those Tequilenses who need accompaniment, a helping hand or a new opportunity.

TOGETHER IT IS POSIBLE

A

lejandra is a brave young woman of 20 who approached the Beckmann Foundation looking
for support for a thrombosis condition in one

of his legs. Like many of the families in Tequila, they
could not afford the studies and medications that this
implied.
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offers are the important alliances that we maintain
with other institutions; in the case of Alejandra, comChildren of the Christmas gi$ program "Sponsor a child".

munication with the specialists from Tec de Monterrey
was essential, since it was not only possible to support
her with the required treatments, but due to her special case, was benefited by a Community Technologies
program and attended by Proactible, in conjunction
with the Tequila DIF, to be granted a prosthesis of the
latest technology, which was essential to face their situation and continue with a better quality of life.
At Fundación Beckmann we face stories like Alejandra's as part of our daily work, we listen to the
needs and we seek by all means to find the resources
to offer the best solution and support. One by one we
are solving the cases that are presented to us to reincorporate people into society, to participate actively
and to become transforming agents.

Alejandra Castañeda, using the prosthesis provided
by the Tec de Monterrey.
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CARING FOR OUR
COMMUNITY

HEALTH CAMPAIGNS

THE EMERGING SUPPORTS INITIATIVE initiative is fo-

AGAIN WORKING HAND IN HAND, to make a differ-

!anks to the Tía Foundation, training was also

cused primarily on medical needs, some of them crit-

ence in the life of the population, within the frame-

carried out for health promoters from different com-

ical. We study each case that comes to us, we apply a

work of the health weeks: "Health for all", We have the

munities in the Sierra de Tequila.

socioeconomic study and we analyze the help that is
required in collaboration with specialists.

MEDICAL EMERGING SUPPORTS 2019

!e benefits offered range from medical consultations and the application of vaccines, to economic and
in-kind donations. Additionally, we provide advice,
seek alternatives through the Foundation's alliances and accompany people in the process, especially
those who do not have a family support network.

support of different institutions without which these
actions would not be possible: Fundación Tía, Hospital

the Tequila communities.

Mi Gran Esperanza, students and teachers from the
1 VENTRICULOPERITONEAL
VALVE

$ 17,500.00

2 HEMODIALYSIS

$ 78,100.00

1 PHYSICAL
REHABILITATION

$ 20,250.00

Autonomous University of Guadalajara, Tequila City

Results:

Council, optical Iris, Municipal Medical Services, Health

• 1,357 people served, the majority being women

Sector, and DIF Tequila.

• 45 promoters trained

!e services provided within the conference were:
ogy, physical rehabilitation, dentistry, gynecology and
pediatrics, which were being offered at a time of 9:00

• 21 people benefited

a.m. at 7:00 pm, serving the most vulnerable popula2 SCHOLARSHIPS

• 4 special supports

$ 45,000.00

6 MEDICINES

$ 85,140.00

2 EQUIPMENT

$ 60,551.00

1 WHEELCHAIR

1 SURGERY

4 PROSTHESIS

3 CHEMOTHERAPIES

$ 5,000.00

$ 11,700.00

$ 119,200.00

$ 59,210.00

• 147 talk attendees

general medicine, ophthalmology, nutrition, psychol-

Results:
• 2 institutions

In addition, talks were held on nutrition issues for

tion in the municipal seat, which has 42,000 inhabitants, the majority being people who do not have access to other types of medical services.

2019 health campaigns.
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SPONSOR A CHILD
AND ADOPT AN ELDER

PRESERVING MEMORY
THE NURSING HOME “Agustín Velázquez Medina A.C.”

Monthly support:

IN AN EFFORT TO BRING A LITTLE CHRISTMAS joy to

It is a space focused on the care and attention of older

• Foods

our children and the elderly in neediest conditions,

Tequila adults who do not have a support network.

• Medicines

each year we invite employees, friends and providers

• Maintenance

of the Beckmann Foundation, to join the initiative to

!e main objective is their physical and mental

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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well-being, offering them a respectful environment

sponsor a child and adopt a grandfather with a gi$.

where they can feel safe together with other older

Older adults:

!e response of this call is always positive and the

adults and the specialized personnel that take care of

• 14 total

great result is the smiles of all the beneficiaries when

them. Our priority is to offer them a better quality of

• 6 men

they receive toys or, in the case of the elderly, what

life, helping them maintain emotional stability, attend

• 8 women

they asked for through a letter.

GIFTS

BENEFICIARIES / COMMUNITY

187

CHILDREN OF THE EL OLVIDO, EL COBANO AND
ATEMANICA COMMUNITIES OF THE SIERRA

17

NURSING HOME OF TEQUILA JALISCO

204 GIFTS
DELIVERED

to their physical and social health, in a family environment that they can feel like their home.
"Agustín Velázquez Medina A.C." nursing home.

"Sponsor a child" 2019, event.

Christmas party at "Agustín Velázquez Medina A.C." nursing home.
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Strengthening the
social fabric
THE REALITY THAT WE FACE DAY BY DAY in Tequila

!is program has the purpose of protecting the

requires us to analyze the problems that have arisen,

population groups that require care and attention be-

their causes and offer possible solutions. We have a

cause they are in a vulnerable condition, such as chil-

responsibility to rethink how we are building our soci-

dren, adolescents, women, and older adults.

ety so that we can focus on root needs.
!e breakdown of family and community structures compel us to focus on restoring personal and
social capacities, to recognize the values that are
weakening, such as solidarity or the protection of basic

ODS
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rights, in order to strengthen them.
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Coa, traditional tool of the jimadores.
Photography by Néstor Barrera.

Tequila faces.
Photography by Néstor Barrera. >
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TRIBUTE TO
THE GOLDEN YEARS
a bartender in Tequila; Mrs. Venancia Herrera, for her

IN 1975 THE UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION for-

elderly of the Tequila community. On this occasion it

gastronomic contribution to all Tequilenses; and to Mr.

malized International Women's Day throughout the

was celebrated with a great Mexican popular festival,

Jorge Rivera Gándara, for his beautiful contribution of

world, to commemorate the fight of women for equal-

which made them transport to their youth, to enjoy

poetry, songs and literature.

ity, the recognition and effective exercise of their rights.

the night between memories and magic, with the preIt was a very special night in which we honored
three members of our community who fill us with
pride. Mr. Gilberto Vargas Mendoza, for his legacy as

ODS

10
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COMMEMORATION OF
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

AS EVERY YEAR, A TRIBUTE WAS HELD held to the

sentation of the Crooners Duet.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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In 2019, our initiative to highlight this important
Results:

date was the screening of the film Mona Lisa Smile,

• 300 attendees

accompanied by a motivational talk with coffee on the

• 3 adults from the community honored

topic What is your smile? open to all Tequila women
who would like to participate.
Results:
• 1 film screening
• 1 talk with coffee
• 62 attendees

Tribute to the Golden Years, 2019.

Poster of the 2019 event to commemorate International Women's Day.
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MANTAINING TRADITIONS:
HOMAGE TO THE DANCERS
OF THE HOLY CROSS
ON THE 3RD OF MAY IN TEQUILA, JALISCO, , the Holy
Cross is celebrated. It is a very special day for being a
tradition considered intangible heritage of humanity,
inherited by generations in different neighborhoods.
For several days, devout contingents are integrated, who founded their dances and organized sones to
honor such an important religious symbol. !is is how
tradition is revived year a$er year, a latent history between sounds and colors that allows Tequila's life to
come alive with its roots.
Fundación Beckmann has joined for 5 decades, to
help keep the tradition of Tequila families alive. In 2019
we held a photographic exhibition as a tribute to these
men and women who keep a tradition alive, which is

Within the framework of this important celebration,

born to stay.

the following activities were offered::
• 1 documentary "Day of the Holy Cross"
• 1 photographic exhibition
• 1 Dance presentation "Blue Gold"
• 100 attendees on tours of the Cultural Center
• 2 groups of art workshop on crosses for children
• 50 participating children

< 2019 homage to the dancers of the Holy Cross.
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BRIZEIDA VIRIDIANA CASTAÑEDA GUZMÁN

WE ARE NOT ALONE

!

Support ecosystems
ACCORDING TO THE MOST RECENT communication

tions and work to raise awareness about the impor-

from the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of

tance of their care among the residents of Tequila.

rough the Beckmann Foundation

the United Nations), "Ecosystem services are the

!is program is a response of our aim to align

we have the possibility of trans-

multitude of benefits that nature provides to soci-

ourselves with the United Nations Sustainable De-

forming the lives of the people of

ety. Biodiversity is the diversity among living organ-

velopment Goals, creating initiatives to transmit that

Tequila, help them build a new story for them-

isms, which is essential to ecosystems function and

immediate action is essential for the protection of our

selves and their families. It motivates us to keep

services delivery".

natural resources and therefore, of our heritage.

going when we manage to make huge differences.

At Beckmann Foundation we closely follow the

One of these inspiring cases is Brizeida Virid-

trends set by international environmental organiza-

iana, who approached the Foundation with the
hope of finding support to pay for a reactive iodine
treatment to combat her cancer diagnosis.
!e result was not only the support that was
provided, but thanks to the timely response, the
expected baby reached term and was born healthy
against all the doctors' forecasts.

Brizeida Viridiana with her baby.
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Tequila Biodiversity.
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IN 2019 THE GREEN SCHOOLS REFORESTATION cam-

caring for the environment, to minimize the effects of

paign was implemented, creating a better world with-

climate change caused by deforestation and pollution.

in the schools of the Tequila community and in some

In order to fulfill all these actions we have the support

Jose Cuervo facilities.

of the Atizcoa Nursery, which preserves and cares for
the endemic species of the Tequila region.

and sensitize the community about the importance of

#
1
2
3

PLANTED AND
ADOPTED TREES

VOLUNTEERS

ERVIRO RAFAEL SALAZAR ALCÁZAR SCHOOL (ERSA)

80

106

LUIS NAVARRO SCHOOL

70

28

SPECIAL SCHOOL CAM 37 "MERCEDES HERNÁNDEZ DE ORENDAIN"

70

35

EMILIANO ZAPATA SCHOOL

70

58

EDISA PLANT PERIMETER (CUERVO HOUSE)

130

25

"COLEGIO DE BECHILLERES" OF THE STATE OF JALISCO PLANTEL 14 AND
CAMICHINES PLANT (CASA CUERVO)

700

250

1,120

502

CAMPUS

TEQUILA

4
5

GUADALAJARA

6

LA LAJA

SCHOOL

TOTAL TREES

Reforestation CAM students, 2019.
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!e objective of this initiative is to raise awareness
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Golden years
300 attendees /
3 seniors honored

Commemoration of International Women's Day
62 attendees
Homage to the dancers of Tequila /
Crosses art workshop
100 attendees /
50 participating children

Nursing home

14 senior

Sponsor a child
and Adopt an elder
187 children /
17 senior

Emerging supports
21 people
benefited /
2 institutions /
4 special supports

Health campaigns

1,357 people served /
45 health promoters /
147 conference attendees

Reforestation ERSA, 2019.

SOCIAL HEALTH
INDICATORS SUMMARY

7,159

people
benefited

Reforestation Campaign
1,120 tree /
502 volunteers

Support Unit
for Women (UAM)
2,285 people
benefited
Life and Family
(VIFAC)
253 people
benefited
National Association of
Personal Development
(ANSPAC)
1,810 attendees

CULTURE STRATEGIC LINE

CULTURE
STRATEGIC LINE

OBJECTIVE:
Train young people in different
disciplines, to cultivate the spirit, as an
element of social protection through
art, so that they have the facility to
express their feelings and emotions.
PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES:

6
BENEFICIARIES:

32,732
SOCIAL IMPACT:
From Tequila to the world:
Opera Studio Beckmann

T

Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center, in Tequila.

equila, naturally, has a vocation that
dates back generations and is a hotbed for musicians, painters and art-

ists, that have transcended professionaly.
Beckmann Foundation, through its programs, joins with a permanent commitment, so that this impulse expands not
only in the territory, but in the world.
Our goal is to train children and young
people from Tequila in different artistic
disciplines, so that culture become a factor of social protection, of sensitization to
the environment, of integral conscience, so
that their wisdom and spiritual aspects can
grow.
We want to transform Tequila into a
destination that is synonymous with culture; to become a magical town where visitors come to enjoy shows and exhibitions
of international quality.

Love for music:
Benito Rodríguez

118 |
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INTEGRAL MODEL
OF CULTURE
THE COMPREHENSIVE CULTURE MODEL has been

School of Arts and the Opera Studio Beckmann were

developed and adapted over the years according to

dreams for this community and today, thanks to the

the needs of the Tequila community, but, above all,

Foundation and the Beckmann Family, they are a re-

to bring our people the best opportunities for artistic

ality. Important investments have been made to cre-

professionalization and reach their full potential.

ate these spaces, with the purpose of turning Tequila

Our programs and initiatives are mainly aimed at

into a unique, vibrant cultural center that represents

children and young people, and at anyone from Te-

the spirit of Mexicanness and the creative feeling of

quila with artistic concerns can have access to the

our country.

training we provide.
!e Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center,
the Beckmann Foundation Music School, the Tequila

OPERA STUDIO BECKMANN
•
•

Concerts
Shows

TEQUILA SCHOOL OF ARTS
•
•
•

Art and painting
Literature
Dance

MUSIC SCHOOL
•
•

Chorus
Tequila Festival
and Academy

JUAN BECKMANN GALLARDO
CULTURAL CENTER
•
•

Exhibitions
Artistic residencies

CULTURE STRATEGIC LINE
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Bonding

OUR CULTURE STRATEGY IS TO OPEN learning and

At Tequila we have discovered great artistic po-

YEAR AFTER YEAR WE SEEK TO STRENGTHEN the

awareness spaces for the entire community of Te-

tential that has been passed down through gener-

alliances that we have created with important insti-

quila, bring the best programs and instructors in the

ations, we are working to preserve our history and

tutions at national and international level, with which

world, to professionalize all those who have an inter-

traditions, to promote talent, so that it becomes a

we work together to implement new and better

est and with a creative profile.

legacy, that changes Mexico and amazes the world.

training programs for the community.

We are promoting the arts at all levels, providing

!rough these networks we are able to offer

the best shows and exhibitions to inspire all visitors

world-class exhibitions, residences and exchanges

and the entire community.

for artists and strengthen the cultural experiences of
the community and visitors.
More and more organizations in the country are

Exhibition at the Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center.

joining this cause and to whom we thank for the support they give us year a$er year, such as the Ministry
of Culture of Jalisco, the Government of Zapopan,
the University of Colima, the University of Morelia
and the Tec de Monterrey, among others.
But we have also achieved a prestige that has
earned us the trust of international institutions such
as the Julliard Opera Center and Covent Garden of
the Royal Opera House in London, whose teachers
have accompanied us on numerous occasions to
promote the artistic growth of our students.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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Promotion
of art and culture
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE Juan Beckmann
Gallardo Cultural Center stands imposing just

PREHISPANIC
ART

POPULAR
ART

MEXICAN
ART

MODERN
ART

URBAN
ART

CONTEMPORARY
ARTE

a few blocks from the historic center, giving Tequila an icon for visitors and a source of pride
and admiration.
Inside, in addition to its 6 exhibition rooms,
there are now conferences, classes and workExhibition room.

Manuel Felguérez at the CCJBG.

Souvenir shop.

shops on all kinds of topics such as chess,
cooking, chopped paper, cardboard or urban
gardens, that have turned it into an obligatory
meeting point, where art, culture and the rescue of traditions are promoted.
!e bonding plan during 2019 focused on
conducting a reconnaissance of the territory,
as well as starting a process of rapprochement
and linkage with the following axes: training and
recreation for the student community of Tequila and collaborators; friends of the

CCJBG

with

the different social actors and the artistic and
cultural community; local, national and international projection.
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AGUA LIMPIA
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ENERGÍA
ASEQUIBLE Y NO
CONTAMINANTE

6

Indicators:
• 6 exhibition rooms
• 1 cafeteria
• 1 store
• 25,814 annual visitors

< Visit of the Kindergarten No. 86, Miguel Andalón Álvarez.
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THE TEQUILA MUSIC SCHOOL of the Beckmann Foun-

Under the direction of teacher Alfonso, the par-

dation, under the general direction of the tenor Beni-

ticipants of the school have developed a program of

to Rodríguez, former student of the Foundation Choir,

community meetings and artistic outreach for the Te-

seeks to consolidate an initiative that is more than 14

quila community and its surroundings, with free con-

years old, which consists of providing academic sup-

certs in the town's public square, the church, as well

port to children, youth and the community of Tequila

O

ne of the great triumphs that the Opera Stu-

val, they were able to study with one of the best choir

dio Beckmann has reaped is the possibility

directors in the world, Donald Doherty, from the Royal

of making international study tours. !is op-

Opera House in London.
Upon returning, the students brought with them

with musicians in other countries has only been possible

what they learned, what they saw and now they can

as visits to nursing homes and vulnerable populations.

thanks to the support of the Foundation.

share it and transmit it to the community. !is is an oc-

In October 2019, a delegation of 5 members of the

casion to celebrate and admire, for other Tequilenses

Impact:

Opera Studio Beckmann traveled to Ireland in order to

to be inspired and work together to build new futures,

participate in the International Choir Festival. On this

some that they probably have not even imagined.

teaching various instruments that support the curric-

• 463 students

ulum to graduate as Music Performing Technicians,

• 16 teachers

which includes the students successfully completing

• 20 classes

the hours of study of the chosen instrument, in addi-

• 32 workshops

tion to the disciplines that make up the common core

• 1 flute master class

of the curriculum: musical appreciation, theory and

FROM TEQUILA TO THE WORLD
portunity to have the experience of studying and living

and surrounding municipalities free of charge.
We have the support of 16 teachers specialized in

OPERA STUDIO BECKMANN

occasion, in addition to their participation in the festi-

(teacher Victoria Polti from Argentina)

technique.

Recital of the Beckmann Foundation School of Music.

Members of the Opera Studio Beckmann in Ireland.
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THE BECKMANN FOUNDATION CHOIR is part of the

Ariadna Rosales, who began their careers in a convo-

THE OPERA STUDIO BECKMANN is another of the

the stage direction of representatives of the New York

School of Music and was one of the first initiatives to

cation of the choir, and thanks to the support of the

specialized programs of the Music School, to respond

Metropolitan Opera.

establish itself, upon artistic and cultural subjects. !e

Foundation managed to professionalize and make

to the need for training and growth of the great talent

most beautiful voices of Tequila come together to fill

their dreams come true.

found in Tequila and because we believe that music

Indicadores:

generates great changes in our lives.

• 15 members

us with pride and transform, with their talent, effort
and dedication, the heart of this town.
Here important representatives of music have

Impact:

In 2019 it had a varied program, where one of the

• 39 members (14 men and 25 women)

most outstanding functions was the presentation of

been formed, who today are important personalities

• 6 types of classes

La Bohème, at the Santander Center of the Arts in

at the national level, such as the tenors Benito Ro-

• 15 different events

Zapopan, with the participation of Benito Rodríguez

dríguez and Sergio Darío González and the soprano

as the main voice and a varied national cast, under

Choir of the Beckmann Foundation.

Essays of the Opera Studio Beckmann.

• •9 national and international teachers
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#SOCIAL IMPACT
ODS

BENITO RODRÍGUEZ

O

TEQUILA FESTIVAL
AND ACADEMY

LOVE FOR MUSIC

riginally from Guadalajara, he began his career

England, Italy, France, Dubai and Austria, among oth-

in 2010 in the Beckmann Foundation choir, in

ers. His talent has led him to achieve important suc-

Tequila, and with whose support he has had

cesses such as the concert he offered this year for the

both in his training stage and until today. Since then, he

United Nations.

has captivated with his voice in many important places

!ese acomplishments represent a great inspiration

in the world such as the United States, Canada, Israel,

for the people of Tequila —and throughout Mexico—
being a clear example of work and dedication for all
those who have dreams and aspirations of excellence.
Benito Rodríguez's outstanding personal development represents a great local impact for our community, not only because they can follow in his footsteps, but
because throughout his career he has always shared his
knowledge with those who are learning; has put Tequila in the spotlight again, not only because of the drink
and talent here, but above all, because he is infecting
his love for music, to make it closer to everyone.

4
EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

ODS

11

CIUDADES Y
COMUNIDADES
SOSTENIBLES

THE IMPRESSIVE FESTIVAL AND ACADEMY of Tequila 2019 was held on September 28th and 29th at the
Jose Cuervo Forum facilities in Tequila.
Saturday was a great night, in which we enjoyed
the concert of the Spanish director, tenor and actor
Manuel Zapata, who has completely broken with all
stereotypes and has become one of the most important figures in music worldwide, since with his innovative presentations he seeks to bring classical music
closer to all people. To the delight of the audience, this
time he shared the stage with the Zapopan Symphony
Orchestra.
On Sunday, we experienced the excitement and
pride of living the talent of the Tequila Choir and the
Opera Studio Beckmann together, showing everything
they´ve learned during a year, accompanied by the
great Mariachi Nuevo de Tecatitlán, one of the best in
the world, in an unforgettable and spectacular gala.
Impacto:
• 959 attendees in two days of events.

< Benito Rodríguez.

Poster for the Tequila Cultural Festival.

ODS

17
ALIANZAS
PARA LOGRAR
LOS OBJETIVOS
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4

TEQUILA ARTS SCHOOL

EDUCACIÓN
DE CALIDAD

BECKMANN FOUNDATION

11

CIUDADES Y
COMUNIDADES
SOSTENIBLES

!e Tequila School of Arts project is preceded by

program offers to the Tequila community quality

the success story of the Tequila Music School and the

training in various artistic disciplines, with the aim of

Beckmann Foundation Choir, in which hundreds of

promoting the growth of local talents and improving

young people and adults have benefited not only in

personal and professional opportunities for students.

the improvement of their artistic skills, but also in the

!is program has been operating for more than 10

development of socio-emotional and professional

years, also supporting the objective of influencing and

skills, which have made them leaders in their commu-

collaborating in the construction of a cultural touristic

nity, by receiving quality education in artistic and mu-

destination of the highest level in the Magical Town of

sical matters.

tural offer, through exhibitions, academies, master

133
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THE CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL development

Tequila, organizing and promoting a world-class cul-

CULTURE STRATEGIC LINE

39

Festival and Academy
of Tequila 2019
959 attendee
Opera Studio Beckmann
24 participant

32,732

!erefore, this 2019 the pilot launch project of the
Tequila School of Arts was carried out,

classes and presentations in which local youth always

replicating the experience of offering a quality arts

participate as creators, guided by teachers and artists

education to the community focused on the areas of

from Mexico and the world.

literature, fine arts, design and popular art.

people benefited
Tequila School
of the Arts
800 participant

Impacto:
• 800 participants (70% women, 30% men)
• Ages from 8 to 65 years
• 2000 people indirectly benefited
• 1 conference
• 5 guided visits to exhibitions
• 1 visual arts workshop
• 2 textile arts workshops
• 2 literary workshops

CULTURE INDICATORS
SUMMARY
< Tequila Arts School Workshops.

Juan Beckmann Gallardo Cultural Center
30,447 visitors

Choru
members

Music school
463 student

STRATEGIC SUPPORTS
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Mutual support

he work model with which we are guided, con-

THROUGH COOPERATION AND TEAM WORK we seek

templates multiple and very diverse activities

a social, economic and cultural benefit for the grow-

for the fulfillment of our objectives, in a con-

th of Tequila. It is a strength to know that we have a

text of permanent change. !is implies deep planning

group of people and organizations working in a com-

in the short, medium and long term; intense internal

mitted way, adding capabilities and skills, achieving a

and external organization; and a flexible operation of

synergy that allows us to take safe steps.

all of us involved.

SUSTAINABILITY

In addition to our 4 lines of work, our structure
contemplates 4 strategic supports: preventive and
positive dissemination, territorial management, continuous improvement and sustainability; they provide
us with the means and resources to achieve our goals,
facilitate our processes and allow us to take into account all the team's collaborators.
We seek to develop and make all the necessary
tools available to the community of Tequila, to achieve sustainable and sustainable growth, under fair and
attractive quality schemes, preserving the identity and
values that make us a magical town like no other.

• Awareness
• Environmental care
• Fair and sustainable practices
TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

Alliances and bonds
Analysis of town´s life
Traditional context
Geographical conditions
Distribution of intangible heritage

PREVENTIVE AND POSITIVE DIFFUSION
•
•
•
•
•

Graphic material
Generation of content
Media
Social networks
Design of broadcast channels

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
•
•
•
•

134 |

ISO 9001:2015
Internal training
Quality management
Process evaluation

Together with the different institutions with which
we participate, such as Cemefi (Mexican Center for
Philanthropy) or the Tequila Route, we think about the
well-being of the community and we share the same
objective, we optimize resources, prevent contingencies and envision a future with better opportunities
to improve the quality of life for the inhabitants of the
region.

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

IT IS A METHODOLOGY TO KNOW AND MAP the te-

velopment problems. With this vision, our programs

AT FUNDACIÓN BECKMANN we have a quality policy,

rritory where we develop our programs, this allows

are aimed at making each person see themselves as

in which we are committed to developing sustainable

the heritage and traditions of the region to be valued,

a transforming agent in their environment.

projects and programs that contribute to raising the

mainly within the community so that its heritage is
sensitized, preserved and protected.
Based on social marketing strategies, we create
actions that allow us to promote different areas,

BECKMANN FOUNDATION
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We want to transmit and position these positive

quality of life in the community, by complying with

ideals in all areas and contexts to facilitate the de-

applicable requirements, efficiency, transparency of

velopment of opportunities, of initiatives and social

processes and continuous improvement of our quali-

actions for the community, among which are mainly:

ty management system, which allows us to be a trus-

such as the well-being of the most vulnerable

tworthy and transparent institution.

For the fourth consecutive
year we achieved ISO 9001:
2015 certification and trained
all our collaborators to
adhere faithfully to their
standards.

population, the rescue of traditions, the importance
of intangible heritage and those values such as empathy and solidarity, that help us overcome the unfavorable conditions facing the community.
!rough this strategic support, we try to publicize the different ways of collaborating and providing
solutions to health, education, environment and de-

• Analysis and territorial diagnosis and social life of Tequila through the seasons
• Territorial strategic plan
• Dissemination of the territory
• Strengthening of alliances
RECERTIFICATION

INSTITUTIONALIZATION

• Efficienc
• Service quality

• Guidelines
• Standardization

RELIABILITY

AUTOMANAGMENT SYSTEM

• Transparency

GOVERNABILITY
• Assurance
• Trust groups
• Stakeholders

STRATEGIC SUPPORTS
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PREVENTIVE AND POSITIVE DISSEMINATION

TO US, SUSTAINABILITY IS A LONG-TERM commit-

distant future, that is, that we learn to use resources

WE UNDERSTAND AND ASSUME OUR responsibility

including our website, periodic printed and electro-

ment that today is already part of our strategic su-

allowing nature to renew itself, not only in environ-

towards the Tequila community, which has allowed

nic newsletters and other design and communication

pports. We consider it vital to leave a better planet for

mental terms, but also in economic and social terms.

us to be part of their daily dynamics, be aware of their

pieces for our campaigns and initiatives.

future generations and to plant in them the awareness

We promote the participation of society to fight

of the care and respect that we must have towards re-

poverty and inequality, to assert the rights of all, to pre-

Our mission at the communication level is to pro-

sources, since they are limited.

serve the traditions of the region and achieve a healthy

pose the approach, the methodologies and techni-

• 6 editions of printed bulletins

and permanent prosperity through time.

ques, to follow up on current trends, not only in the

• 95% of electronic newsletters delivered,

We want the community to be able to meet its
needs without sacrificing well-being in the not-too-

needs and seek together the best solutions.

community, but globally. Our work structure allows us

Impact:

more than 2,000 sent

to anticipate to implement strategies and processes

• More than 11,767 followers on Facebook

that solve problems; that make us reach all the inhabi-

• 152 social media posts, over 403,040 views

tants, at all levels of the population.
We complement our communication strategy with
the implementation of different dissemination tools,

Reforestation campaigns 2019.

Support communication for the Tequila Mushroom Fair.

Printed Newsletter, internal communication tool.
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TRIBUTE AND AWARD

He is the cornerstone, architect
of this successful project called
Tequila Regulatory Council,
we recognize him for propelling
this flight to high cliffs, for flying
with us and breaking the air with
his human greatness.

MR. JUAN BECKMANN VIDAL

EAGLE IN FLIGHT

O

n Friday, May 31st, 2019, within the framework
of the celebrations of the XXV anniversary of

Education

10,150 beneficiaries

Social Innovation

11,705 beneficiaries

Health

7,159 beneficiaries

the Tequila Regulatory Council and LX of the

National Chamber of the Tequila Industry, a well-deserved tribute and the delivery of the highest Eagle
in Flight award were paid to our Board President Don
Juan Francisco Beckmann Vidal, for his work and support to the tequila industry.
!e tribute was very emotional, recognizing the
effort of our maximum leader and example of what it

Tequila / Valles Region

means to be a great visionary. Without a doubt, Don

61,746

Juan Beckmann Vidal is one of the people who, with

beneficiaries

his actions, has changed the course of the tequila
industry and with that, the history of a country, thus
creating a great legacy.
!e recognition is a bronze sculpture by the Mexican artist León Fernández, it is an allegory that tries to
relate two very important symbols for Mexicans:

56

!e eagle, a symbol linked to mexicanity, present in
the coat of arms of the Mexican flag and that appears
in the national iconography in different representations; it is currently in the collective consciousness of
Mexicans and its presence dates back to our pre-His-

Culture

32,732 beneficiaries

panic history. And another important symbol, the agave, plant that directly evokes tequila, our national drink.
Let us ask God that he remains with us for many
more years to continue leaving his mark, since he is a
human being with a great love for his country and its
people.

GENERAL RESULTS

iniciativas
in 2019

Re-certification

ISO 9001-2015
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is understood as the amount that consumers are wi-

region. !is process implies respect for regional, na-

lling to pay for a certain product or service. Two types

tional and local ethnic and cultural diversity, as well

of activities can be distinguished in the value chain:

as the strengthening and full citizen participation in

primary activities, which are a group of actions focused

harmonious coexistence with nature, without com-

on the physical preparation of each product, and the

promising and guaranteeing the quality of life of fu-

process of transfer to the buyer.

ture generations.

> www.gob.mx

> ecoportal.net

Creativity: it is a dynamic process, it is a living and

Sustainable local development: focuses on seeking to

changing force of the human being; that is to say, it is

improve the quality of human life at the local level. It

the engine of personal development and has been the

is built from the real role of people (families, children,

basis of the progress of every culture. It is an indispen-

producers, organizations and local institutions). For

Intersectoral alliances: generate co-participation me-

sable element of every human being; thanks to it, so-

sustainable local development to become a reality,

chanisms between

ciety, individuals and organizations have evolved and

the community must set its own objectives and goals,

and citizens to detonate networks and cooperation

developed.

have confidence in the strength of the community it-

processes, aimed at solving a specific problem. All

> programas.cuaed.unam.mx

self, value and affirm the culture together with their

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
GLOSSARY
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NGOs,

companies, governments

three sectors -public, private and civil society- have

own traditional knowledge and autonomous forms of

specific roles to play in order to keep communities

Community development: educational process, where

coexistence.

and countries stable and prosperous. Each sector has

the agent is not only dedicated to identifying, diag-

> ecoportal.net

unique abilities that it can offer to the other, but of-

nosing and giving recommendations for solving pro-

ten remain untapped, since each sector is viewed in

blems, rather, it leads the community to organize, de-

Circular economy: system of use of resources where

isolation from the other two; the work meetings, the

fine needs, formulate plans, carry out activities that

the reduction of the elements prevails: minimize pro-

methodology for the generation of alliances and the

lead it to continuously raise its standard of living. It can

duction to the bare minimum, and when it is neces-

spirit of work, are aimed at combining the efforts and

be defined as the aggregation of economic value that

sary to use the product, bet on the reuse of elements

potential of the sectors through getting to know each

comes from small cultural centers, be they the family,

that due to their properties cannot return to the envi-

other and a$er fostering cooperative ties.

small associations or common groups.

ronment

> cmsconsultores.com

> soda.ustadistancia.edu.co

> sostenibilidad.com

Value chain: theoretical concept that describes the

Sustainable human development: it is a process of

Sharing economy: “An economic system in which goods

way in which the actions and activities of a company

progressive change in the quality of life of the hu-

and services are shared and exchanged through digital

are developed. Based on the definition of a chain, it

man being, which places it as the center and primary

platforms” (Wikipedia). !e difference is the enormous

is possible to find different "links" that intervene in an

subject of development, through economic growth

efficiency and precision with which –through complex

economic process: it starts with the raw material and

with social equity, the transformation of production

algorithms that estimate flows, needs and volumes

reaches the distribution of the finished product. In

methods and consumption patterns that are sustai-

almost instantaneously– technology reads and inter-

each link, value is added, which, in competitive terms,

ned by the ecological balance and life support of the

prets supply-demand cycles. But the most important
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thing is that one will be able to provide goods and ser-

activities carried out by any country can seek both so-

Social participation: it is a process linked to the needs

tribute with specific actions to the social elimination

vices without depending on an employer.

cial and environmental improvement, both now and

and motivations of different groups, as well as the

of all forms of oppression and to the mutual support

> forbes.com.mx

in the future.

dynamics of the relationships established between

to achieve the generic power of all and to the vital em-

> finanzzas.com

them at different times, conditions and spaces, what

powerment of each woman.

is forming a set of networks that stimulate or hinder

> milenio.com

Participatory economy: also known as ParEcon. It is
one of the libertarian alternatives to the capitalist

Innovation: is to use knowledge, and generate it if ne-

the development of authentic participatory processes

market economy and to centralized planning proper

cessary, to create products, services or processes, that

(Dávalos, 1997).

Sustainability (availability of resources approach): it is

to state socialism. !is economic proposal rejects any

are new to the company, or improve existing ones,

> eumed.net

to assume that nature and the environment are not

permanent hierarchy and there is no class structure;

thereby achieving success in the market ”(Oslo Manual

the values they are trying to achieve are equity, soli-

1997). It tells us that innovating is using knowledge to

People in disability situation: with this reference, SE-

their protection and rational use, it is promoting social

darity, diversity and participatory self-management. It

create products, services and processes and bringing

NADIS (National Disability Service) incorporates the

development seeking cohesion between communi-

seeks not to confront the producer and the consumer.

them to the market, it is synonymous with successfully

social perspective, breaking down barriers and obs-

ties and cultures to achieve satisfactory levels of qua-

Consciously, producers and consumers can plan how

producing, assimilating and exploiting a novelty, in the

tacles, that is, eliminating the idea that the person is

lity of life, health and education, it is promoting eco-

to coordinate their relationship in a democratic, equi-

economic and social spheres, in a way that provides

to blame for his own disability, but actually disability

nomic growth that generates equitable wealth for all

table and efficient way.

unprecedented solutions to problems and thus ena-

comes from the context that society imposes, both

without harming the environment.

> acracia.org

bles us to respond to the needs of people and society.

physical and social barriers.

> sostenibilidad.com

> indracompany.com

> cultura.gob.cl

an inexhaustible source of resources, being necessary

Solidarity economy: is a search for alternative ways of

Sustainability (conservation over time approach): pro-

doing economy, based on solidarity and work. !e

SDG: the Sustainable Development Goals were adop-

Strategic Plan for Sustainable Development: the Stra-

cess that aims to find the balance between the envi-

principle is that the introduction of increasing and

ted by all Member States in 2015 as a universal call to

tegic Plan 2018-2021 sets the course for a new UNDP

ronment and the use of natural resources. Humanity

qualitatively higher levels of solidarity increases micro

end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all

(United Nations Development Program), focused on

in its passage through the planet has degraded natural

and macroeconomic efficiency, along with generating

people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030. !e 17

helping countries end extreme poverty, reduce in-

resources in such a way that it is currently necessary

a set of social and cultural benefits that favor the entire

SDGs are integrated, as they recognize that interven-

equality and achieve the goals of the 2030 Agenda for

to conscientiously seek and plan their consumption to

society.

tions in one area will affect the results of others and

Sustainable Development.

guarantee their existence in future generations. Under

> economiasolidaria.org

that development must balance environmental, eco-

> latinamerica.undp.org

the economical point of view, it is the ability to achieve

nomic and social sustainability. !ey have been desig-

sustained economic prosperity over time while pro-

Sustainable economy: also known as enduring or sus-

ned to bring several life-changing “zeros” to the world,

Sorority: a group formed by friendship and reciprocity

tecting the planet's natural systems and providing a

tainable development, characterizes a type of so-

including zero poverty, zero hunger, zero AIDS and zero

between women who share the same ideal and work

high quality of life for people.

cio-economic development which was institutionali-

discrimination against women and girls. Everyone is

to achieve the same goal.

> ccgss.org

zed in 1987. Its key function is to "meet the needs of

needed to achieve these ambitious goals. !e creati-

> efeminista.com

present generations without compromising the possi-

vity, knowledge, technology and financial resources of

It is an ethical, political and practical dimension of

Social sustainability: it means taking a socially respon-

bilities of those of the future to meet their own needs".

the entire society are needed to achieve the SDGs in

contemporary feminism. It is an experience of women

sible attitude and leaving the next generation a stable

!e sustainable economy consists of carrying out acti-

every context.

that leads to the search for positive relationships and

world. !e survival strategy of humanity and the pla-

vities that take into account the environment and the

> undp.org

to the existential and political alliance, body to body,

net is decisive, so as not to hinder a series of activities

subjectivity to subjectivity with other women, to con-

that can no longer be limited to increasing profit alone,

permanence of resources in the future. !e financial
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no matter how much profit is the productive matrix of

Sources:

this same system.
> responsabilidadsocial.net

P.15
https://ich.unesco.org/es/que-es-el-patrimonio-in-

Vulnerability: is the inability to resist when a threate-

material-00003

ning phenomenon occurs, or the inability to recover

https://www.cultura.gob.mx/turismocultural/cuader-

a$er a disaster has occurred. Depends on different

nos/pdf15/articulo5.pdf

factors, such as the person's age and health, hygienic

https://cruce.iteso.mx/tequila-es-azul-agave-pero-

and environmental conditions, as well as the quality

tambien-es-amarillo-y-morado/

and conditions of the buildings and their location in
relation to the threats.

P.21

> unisdr.org

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/es/development-agenda/
P.23
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/es/objetivos-de-desarrollo-sostenible/
P.52
https://educacionbasica.sep.gob.mx/escuela_al_centro/documentos/cte/RM2014_2015.pdf
P.58
http://reports.weforum.org/social-innovation/introduction/
https://almanatura.com/2013/10/que-innovacion-social/

